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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Learning to Adapt Across Distribution and User Constraint Shifts for Static and Dynamic
Tasks

by

Dripta Sankar Raychaudhuri

Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Electrical Engineering
University of California, Riverside, June 2023
Dr. Amit K. Roy-Chowdhury, Chairperson

Deep neural networks have demonstrated remarkable efficacy across a wide range

of tasks, yet they face a significant limitation in their ability to adapt to distributional

shifts. In contrast, humans possess inherent adaptability, effortlessly adjusting to changes

in data distributions and modifying task strategies to accommodate environmental varia-

tions. To fully harness the potential of deep learning models and enhance their practical

applicability, it is crucial to impart robustness to distributional shifts. This dissertation

addresses this need by presenting algorithms to empower deep learning models with the

capacity to seamlessly navigate diverse forms of distributional shifts.

The dissertation encompasses four significant contributions. First, we explore the

adaptation of a person re-identification model trained on labeled data from a single camera

to other cameras in the network using only unlabeled data. By optimizing temporal consis-

tency across frames in unlabeled videos, the model acquires generalizable representations.

Second, we address the adaptation of 2D human pose estimation models to different imag-

ing conditions, achieving adaptation through pre-trained models and unlabeled data from

viii



the target domain. Leveraging a pre-built human pose prior that captures plausible human

poses, labeled data becomes unnecessary for the adaptation process.

Expanding the concept of adaptation beyond static tasks, we proceed to tackle se-

quential decision-making problems. It demonstrates how imitation learning can be executed

when expert demonstrations originate from domains with distinct morphologies compared

to the learning agent. By utilizing cyclic state transformation consistency and value function

consistency, a transformation function is learned to render demonstrations comprehensible

to the agent.

Finally, we shift focus towards adapting to user constraints, a critical aspect of deep

learning model adaptability. It addresses the challenge of adapting multi-task models to

changing user preferences by introducing a hypernetwork controller capable of dynamically

modifying model architecture and weights without necessitating re-training.

By bridging the gap between human adaptability and the limitations of current

models, this dissertation paves the way for deep learning to become more versatile and

applicable in real-world scenarios, unlocking its full potential across various domains.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Deep neural networks have demonstrated remarkable proficiency across various

tasks. However, they often struggle to effectively adapt to distributional shifts, as high-

lighted by several studies [163, 84, 11]. In contrast, humans exhibit robustness in dynam-

ically adjusting to changing data distributions and modifying their approach to accommo-

date environmental variations. Given the growing deployment of deep models in real-world

systems, including autonomous cars and video surveillance, it becomes imperative to imbue

these models with the ability to handle distributional shifts of any kind gracefully. This

enhancement ensures their practical applicability and reliable performance in dynamic and

unpredictable scenarios.

Motivated by the challenges posed by distributional shifts, this dissertation focuses

on the development of novel algorithms aimed at enhancing the adaptability of machine

learning models. The scope of these algorithms encompasses a wide range of scenarios,

including camera viewpoint changes, variations in imaging conditions, morphological trans-
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formations of embodied agents, and dynamic fluctuations in computational resources. Our

objective is to enable models to adapt to such shifts with minimal reliance on supervision

seamlessly. By achieving this, we aim to extend the potential applicability of state-of-the-art

deep learning models, rendering them suitable for use cases that require data efficiency and

rapid adaptation. Examples of such applications include disaster scenarios, personalized

guides for individuals with disabilities, and surveillance systems.

In Chapter 2, we focus on the problem of one-shot video person re-identification.

Traditional supervised approaches in this field heavily rely on labor-intensive identity label-

ing of tracklets, limiting scalability. To address this limitation, we propose an innovative

solution that reduces the annotation requirements to tracklets from a single camera. By

leveraging a pseudo-labeling framework in conjunction with curriculum learning and self-

supervision, we tackle the data distribution shift between cameras. Our approach enables

the re-identification model to adapt to different cameras despite the absence of explicit

labels. Remarkably, even with minimal supervision, our adaptation achieves performance

that is comparable to supervised methods.

In Chapter 3, we focus on the problem of adapting 2D human pose estimation

models to different imaging conditions. Domain adaptation methods for 2D human pose es-

timation typically require continuous access to the source data during adaptation, which can

be challenging due to privacy, memory, or computational constraints. To address this limi-

tation, we focus on the task of source-free domain adaptation for pose estimation, where a

source model must adapt to a new target domain using only unlabeled target data. Although

recent advances have introduced source-free methods for classification tasks, extending them
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to the regression task of pose estimation is non-trivial. We propose a pseudo-labeling ap-

proach that builds on the popular Mean Teacher framework to compensate for the distri-

bution shift. We leverage prediction-level and feature-level consistency between a student

and teacher model against certain image transformations. In the absence of source data,

our framework utilizes a human pose prior that regularizes the adaptation process by di-

recting the model to generate more accurate and anatomically plausible pose pseudo-labels.

Our framework can deliver significant performance gains compared to applying the source

model directly to the target data. In fact, our approach achieves comparable performance

to recent state-of-the-art methods that use source data for adaptation.

In Chapter 3, we address the challenge of adapting 2D human pose estimation

models to different imaging conditions. Traditional domain adaptation methods for this

task require continuous access to the source data during adaptation, which can be prob-

lematic due to privacy, memory, or computational constraints. To overcome this limitation,

we propose a source-free domain adaptation approach for pose estimation. Although recent

advances have introduced source-free methods for classification tasks, extending them to

the regression task of pose estimation is non-trivial. Our approach builds upon the Mean

Teacher framework and utilizes pseudo-labeling to handle the distribution shift. By en-

forcing prediction-level and feature-level consistency between a student and teacher model

under specific image transformations, we compensate for the domain shift. Additionally,

in the absence of source data, we incorporate a human pose prior to guide the adaptation

process and generate more accurate and anatomically plausible pose pseudo-labels. Our

framework demonstrates significant performance improvements compared to directly ap-
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plying the source model to the target data. In fact, it achieves comparable performance to

recent state-of-the-art methods that leverage source data for adaptation.

In Chapter 4, we tackle the challenging problem of domain adaptation in the

context of imitation learning. Drawing inspiration from the remarkable ability of humans to

learn new behaviors by observing others, we seek to endow autonomous agents with similar

capabilities. Humans can effortlessly imitate expert behavior, even when there are variations

in viewpoints, morphologies, or dynamics between the observer and the expert. However,

existing imitation learning algorithms often rely on demonstrations from the same domain,

which imposes unrealistic constraints and limits their practical applicability. We study how

to imitate locomotion tasks when such discrepancies exist between the expert and agent.

Importantly, in contrast to prior works, we use unpaired and unaligned demonstrations

on simple tasks across domains to learn a robust correspondence across the domains. To

accomplish this, we utilize a cycle-consistency constraint on both the state space and a

domain-agnostic latent space. In addition, we enforce consistency on the temporal position

of states via a normalized position estimator function, to align the trajectories across the

two domains. The learned correspondence is used to transfer task knowledge to unseen

tasks. Furthermore, our algorithm can proficiently imitate tasks without requiring access

to either expert action information or additional reinforcement learning.

In Chapter 5, we explore the design of controllable networks for multi-task learning

(MTL) that can dynamically adapt to two types of user requirements: task preference and

compute budget. The naive approach of creating and training MTL architectures for all

possible variations of user requirements is highly inefficient, resulting in exorbitant design
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and deployment costs. Thus, there is a pressing need for flexible MTL architectures that can

facilitate test-time adaptation to trade-offs based on relative task importance and resource

allocation. We propose an expressive tree-structured dynamic multi-task network that can

adapt its architecture and weights during inference in accordance with user preferences. To

effect these architectural changes, we introduce a controller (comprised of hypernetworks)

which is trained using meta-learning by exploiting task affinity and a new branching regu-

larized loss. Achieving performance comparable to recent MTL architecture search methods

under uniform task preference, our framework can further approximate efficient architec-

tures for non-uniform preferences with provisions for reducing network size depending on

computational constraints.

Finally, in Chapter 6 we summarize the findings of this thesis and discuss possible

extensions and future avenues for further research.
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Chapter 2

One-shot Person Re-identification

2.1 Introduction

Person re-identification (re-ID) aims to solve the challenging problem of match-

ing identities across non-overlapping views in a multi-camera system. The surge of deep

neural networks in computer vision [94, 155] has been reflected in person re-ID as well,

with impressive results over a wide variety of datasets [199, 27]. However, this improved

performance has predominantly been achieved through supervised learning, facilitated by

the availability of large amounts of annotated data. However, acquiring identity labels for a

large set of unlabeled tracklets across different cameras is an extremely time-consuming and

cumbersome task. Consequently, methods that can ameliorate this annotation problem and

work with limited supervision, such as unsupervised learning or semi-supervised learning

techniques, are of primary importance in the context of person re-ID.

In this chapter, we focus on the semi-supervised task in video person re-ID, specif-

ically, the one-shot setting, where only one tracklet per identity is labeled. The primary
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objective of the learning process is to leverage this limited labeled set, derived from a single

camera, in conjunction with a more extensive unlabeled set of tracklets from the rest of

the camera network to derive a robust re-identification (re-ID) model. The key challenge

involved with the one-shot task is figuring out the inter-relationships which exist amongst

the labeled and unlabeled instances across the different camera viewpoints. State-of-the-art

one-shot methods try to address this by estimating the labels of the unlabeled tracklets

(pseudo-labels) and then utilizing a supervised learning strategy. Some works employ a

static sampling strategy [211, 114], where pseudo-labels with a confidence score above a

pre-defined threshold are selected for supervised learning. More recent works [205, 204]

make use of a progressive sampling strategy, where a subset of the pseudo-labeled samples

is selected with the size of the subset expanding with each iteration. This prevents an influx

of noisy pseudo-labels, and thus, averts the situation of confirmation bias [10]. However,

in an effort to control the number of noisy pseudo-labels, most of these methods discard a

significant portion of the unlabeled set at each learning iteration; thus, the information in

the unlabeled set is not maximally utilized for training the model. Due to this inefficient

usage of the unlabeled set and the limited number of labeled instances, propagating beliefs

directly from the labeled to the unlabeled set is insufficient to fully capture the relationships

which exist amongst instances of the unlabeled set.

To resolve this issue of inefficient usage of the unlabeled data, we draw inspira-

tion from the field of self-supervised visual representation learning [91]. We propose using

temporal coherence [143, 130, 126] as a form of self-supervision to maximally utilize the un-

labeled data and learn discriminative person-specific representations. Temporal coherence
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Figure 2.1: A schematic illustration of the proposed framework. Our method makes
use of both labeled and unlabeled tracklets at every iteration of model training. The first
step involves learning the parameters of the deep model by using temporal consistency as
self-supervision and, additionally, softmax loss on the minimal set of annotated tracklets.
Next, this model is used to predict pseudo-labels on a few confident samples. These two
steps alternate, one after the other, until the entire unlabeled set has been incorporated in
terms of pseudo-labels.

is motivated by the fact that features corresponding to a person in a tracklet should be

focused on the discriminative aspects related to the person, such as clothing and gait, and

ignore background nuances such as illumination and occlusion (see Fig. 2.2). This natu-

rally suggests that features should be temporally consistent across the entire duration of the

tracklet as the person in a tracklet remains constant. Thus, we propose a new framework,

Temporally Consistent Progressive Learning (TCPL), which unifies this notion of temporal

coherence with a progressive pseudo-labeling strategy [205]. An overview of our framework

is presented in Fig. 2.1.

We propose two novel losses to learn such temporally consistent features: Intra-

sequence temporal consistency loss and the Inter-sequence temporal consistency loss. Both of

these losses apply consistency regularization on the temporal dimension of a tracklet. While

the first loss employs a local level of consistency by operating on one specific tracklet, the
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second loss extends it to a global level of consistency by applying temporal consistency both

within and across tracklets.

Using such self-supervised losses, our framework can use the unlabeled data at

each iteration of learning, allowing maximal information to be extracted from it. Addition-

ally, by exploiting two levels of consistency, as explained above, TCPL can better model

the relationships amongst the unlabeled instances without being limited by the number of

labeled instances. Thus, our framework addresses both the drawbacks associated with the

current crop of methods and achieves state-of-the-art performance in the one-shot person

re-ID task.

Main contributions. To summarize, our primary contributions are as follows:

• We introduce a new framework, Temporally Consistent Progressive Learning, which

unifies self-supervision and pseudo-labeling to maximally utilize the labeled and un-

labeled data efficiently for one-shot video person re-ID.

• We introduce two novel self-supervised losses, the Intra-sequence temporal consis-

tency loss and the Inter-sequence temporal consistency loss, to implement temporal

consistency and empirically demonstrate their benefits in learning richer and more

discriminative feature representations.

• We demonstrate that this intelligent use of the unlabeled data through self-supervision,

unlike previous pseudo-labeling methods, leads to significantly better label estimation

and superior results on the one-shot video re-ID task, outperforming the state-of-the-

art one-shot methods on the MARS and DukeMTMC-VideoReID datasets.
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2.2 Related Works

The majority of the literature in person re-ID has focused on supervised learning

on labeled images/tracklets of persons [230, 227, 25, 208]. While these techniques achieve

excellent results on many datasets, they require a substantial amount of annotations. The

need to alleviate this excessive need for labeled data has led to research into unsupervised

[214, 215, 106, 28] and semi-supervised [205, 204, 37] methods. We provide a review of

the relevant developments in these fields. In addition, our work draws inspiration from the

ideas explored in the domain of self-supervision.

Unsupervised person re-ID. Recent unsupervised methods [214, 215, 106, 28] mostly

use some form of deep clustering. The authors in [99] utilize a camera aware loss by defining

nearest neighbors across cameras as being similar. In [106], an agglomerative clustering

scheme is introduced, alternating between the learning of features and clustering using the

learned features. However, these methods still lag behind supervised methods by quite some

distance. Another line of research utilizes auxiliary datasets, which are completely labeled,

for initializing a re-ID model and then using unsupervised domain adaptation techniques

on the unsupervised target dataset.

Semi-supervised & one-shot person re-ID. The unsatisfactory performance of purely

unsupervised methods [214, 215, 106, 28] has given rise to semi-supervised and one-shot

methods in re-ID. Some of the major ideas utilized in these methods include dictionary

learning [112], graph matching [62], and metric learning [12]. More recently, new methods

in this setting try to estimate the labels of the unlabeled tracklets (pseudo-labels) with
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respect to the labeled tracklets and then utilize a supervised learning strategy. The authors

of [211] use a dynamic graph matching strategy that iteratively updates the image graph and

the label estimation to learn a better feature space with intermediate estimated labels. A

stepwise metric learning approach to the problem is proposed in [114]. Both these methods

employ a static sampling strategy, where pseudo-labels with a confidence score above a

pre-defined threshold are selected at each step - this leads to a lot of noisy labels being

incorporated and hinders the learning process due to due to confirmation bias [10]. In order

to contain the noise, the authors of [205, 204] approach the problem from a progressive

pseudo-label selection strategy, where the subset of the pseudo-labeled samples selected

gradually increase with iterations. While this prevented the influx of noisy pseudo-labels,

a significant portion of the unlabeled set is discarded at each step and thus, the unlabeled

set is used inefficiently. We address this issue by using self-supervision.

Self-supervised learning. Self-supervised learning utilizes pretext tasks, formulated us-

ing only unsupervised data. A pretext task is designed in such a way that solving it requires

the model to learn useful visual features. These tasks can involve predicting the angle of

rotation applied to an image [55] or predicting a permutation of multiple randomly sampled

and permuted patches [137]. Some techniques go beyond solving such auxiliary classifica-

tion tasks and enforce constraints on the representation space. A prominent example is the

exemplar loss from [39]. Our method belongs to this latter category of self-supervision and

imposes temporal consistency on tracklet features.
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2.3 Temporal Consistency Progressive Learning

In this section, we present our framework, Temporal Consistency Progressive

Learning (TCPL), for solving the task of one-shot video person re-ID. First, we provide

a background on the current progressive pseudo-labeling methods and discuss their short-

comings. Thereafter, we turn to our proposed temporal consistency losses and describe

their workings, before presenting our integrated framework. Before going into the details

of our framework, let us define the notations and problem statement formally.

Problem statement. Consider that we have a training set of m tracklets, D = {Xi}mi=1,

which are acquired from a camera network. One-shot re-ID assumes that there exists a

set Dl ⊂ D, which contains a singular labeled tracklet for each identity. Thus, Dl =

{(Xi, yi)}ml
i=1, where yi ∈ {0, 1}ml such that yi is 1 only at dimension i and 0 otherwise,

and ml denotes the number of distinct identities. The rest of the tracklets, Du = D−Dl =

{Xi}mu
i=1 do not possess annotations. Our goal is to learn a discriminative person re-ID model

fθ(·) utilizing both Dl and Du. During inference, fθ(·) is used to embed both the probe X q

and gallery tracklets {X g
i }

mg

i=1 into a common space and then rank all the gallery tracklets

by evaluating their degree of correspondence to the probe via some metric. What makes

this challenging, even more so than the semi-supervised task, is the fact that ml ≪ mu and

each identity has only a single labeled tracklet.

2.3.1 Progressive Pseudo-labeling and its drawbacks

The progressive pseudo-labeling paradigm is an enhancement over the original

pseudo-labeling framework [96] where one imputes approximate classes on unlabeled data
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by making predictions from a model trained only on labeled data. The learning process

involves the following two steps for each step of learning: (1) train the model via supervised

learning on the labeled data and the pseudo-labeled data; (2) select a few reliable pseudo-

labeled candidates from unlabeled data according to a prediction reliability criterion.

In [205], the authors gradually select larger sets of pseudo-labeled data to be

incorporated into the supervised learning process via a dissimilarity criterion. Pseudo labels

are assigned to the unlabeled candidates by the identity labels of their nearest labeled

neighbors in the embedding space. The distance to the corresponding labeled neighbor

is designated as the dissimilarity cost, which is used as the measure of reliability for the

pseudo label. However, as a result of the strict selection criterion, this does not use the

unlabeled set efficiently - discarding a significant amount of unlabeled data at each step of

pseudo labeling.

To improve the efficiency, the authors in [204] propose to set up a memory bank to

store the instance features vi = fθ(Xi) calculated in the previous step. Then the probability

of sample Xj being recognized as the i-th instance can be written as,

P (i|Xj) =
exp (vTi fθ(Xj)/τ)∑
k exp (v

T
k fθ(Xj)/τ)

(2.1)

where τ is the temperature parameter controlling the softness of the distribution. Mini-

mizing the negative log-likelihood of
∑

i P (i|Xj), which they call the exclusive loss, pulls

each instance Xi towards its corresponding memorized vector vi and repels the memorized

vectors of other instances. Due to efficiency issues, the memorized feature vi corresponding

to instance Xi is only updated in the iteration which takes Xi as input [212]. In other

words, the memorized feature vi is only updated once per epoch. However, the network it-
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self is updated in each iteration, rendering the memory bank scheme inefficient. In addition,

the exclusive loss looks at the global data distribution, similar to the softmax loss, forcing

embeddings corresponding to different identities to stay apart for encouraging inter-class

separability. The local data distribution or the intra-class similarity, is left unaddressed and

thus, the improvement over softmax is negligible.

In the next section, we present how temporal coherence can be employed to amend

these drawbacks.

2.3.2 Temporal Coherence as Self-supervision

In the previous section, we discussed the two fundamental problems plaguing the

current crop of progressive pseudo-labeling methods: (1) inefficient usage of the unlabeled

set, (2) focusing strictly on the global data distribution. To ameliorate these drawbacks,

we propose to use temporal coherence as a form of self-supervision. Consistency across

the frames in a tracklet encourages the model to focus on the local distribution of the

data and learn features which incorporate the specific attributes of the individual in the

tracklet and ignore spurious artifacts such as background and lighting variation. This also

provides a straightforward approach towards utilizing the entire unlabeled set, irrespective

of whether some specific unlabeled instance is assigned a confident pseudo-label. In the

following sections, we present two novel losses: Intra-sequence temporal consistency and

Inter-sequence temporal consistency, which implement this notion of temporal consistency

and show how to integrate them into a self-learning framework towards solving the one-shot

video re-ID task.
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Intra-sequence temporal consistency

The intra-sequence temporal consistency loss is based on the idea of video temporal

coherence [143, 130, 126]. While the previous works focus on learning the temporal order

by considering individual frames, we use consistency as a tool for the learnt features to

implicitly ignore background nuances and focus on the actual person attributes. We do this

by sampling non-overlapping mini-tracklets from a tracklet and enforce the embeddings

corresponding to these mini-tracklets to come closer via a contrastive loss.

Given a tracklet X consisting of frames {x1, · · · , xn}, intra-sequence consistency

involves creating two mini-tracklets X a and X p by sampling two mutually exclusive sets of

frames from the original tracklet X . This is done by the function ΦT(X ), which first divides

the X into a set of mini-tracklets, each of size ρ · |X | and then samples from it as follows,

X a,X p = ΦT(X ) (2.2)

More specifically, ΦT(X ) samples from the set {X 1,X 2, · · · ,X 1/ρ} uniformly without re-

placement. Here, ρ is a hyper-parameter that controls the size of each mini-tracklet with

respect to the size of the tracklet |X |. This ensures that X a ∩ X p = ∅, and consequently,

these tracklets are temporally incoherent. For all our experiments, ρ is set to 0.2. After

obtaining these tracklets the loss forces their respective representations to be consistent

temporally with one another as follows,

Lintra = ∥fθ(X a)− fθ(X p))∥2. (2.3)

This definition of the intra-sequence temporal consistency can be interpreted as a from of

consistency regularization [128, 180, 139], which measures discrepancy between predictions
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made on perturbed unlabeled data points, i.e.,

Lcons = d (p(y|x), p(y|x̂)) (2.4)

where d(·, ·) is a divergence measure and x̂ = x + δ. Such regularization focuses on the

local data distribution, and implicitly pushes the decision boundary away from high-density

parts of the unlabeled data to enhance intra-class similarity in accordance to the cluster

assumption [24]. In our formulation, the two mini-tracklets are temporally perturbed versions

of each other in terms of background, i.e., x = X a, x̂ = X p and δ indicates perturbations in

time - the consistency is applied on features, instead of distributions, and across time.

Inter-sequence temporal consistency

The intra-sequence temporal consistency loss focuses solely on the intra-class simi-

larity. To learn a discriminative person re-ID model, the learning process also has to account

for the global distribution of the data or the inter-class separability. The triplet loss [66]

has been widely used in the re-identification and retrieval literature for its ability to encode

such global information.

The triplet loss ensures that, given an anchor point X a, the feature of a positive

point X p belonging to the same class (person) ya is closer to the feature of the anchor

than that of a negative point X n belonging to another class yn, by at least a margin α.

However, directly using the triplet loss is not possible in our scenario as it uses identity label

information and thus, its effectiveness will depend heavily on the quality of label estimation.

Therefore, we propose the inter-sequence temporal consistency loss, which induces a global

level of consistency similar to the standard triplet formulation without access to labels.
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Specifically, given a tracklet X , we sample two temporally incoherent mini-tracklets

in the same manner as mentioned in the previous section. Without loss of generality, we

treat one as the anchor X a, and the other one as the positive point X p, which contains

the same identity, but temporally perturbed. For the negative instance, we obtain it from

the batch nearest neighbors of X a. This is done by creating the corresponding ranking list

of tracklets in the batch B, excluding X and sampling a tracklet X n uniformly within the

range of ranks [r, 2r] as follows:

X n = Ψ(N[r,2r](X )) (2.5)

where Ψ(·) denotes sampling from a set of elements uniformly. N[r,2r](X ) indicates the

nearest neighbors of X in the batch (up to a total of B neighbors) which are ranked in the

range [r, 2r]. Using this range of ranks we filter out the possible positive samples and the

easy negative samples, which are very low in the ranking list and potentially contribute to

zero gradient. This strategy allows us to choose potential hard negatives which have been

shown to give best performance [66]. The value of r is set to 3 and α to 0.3, for all our

experiments.

Thus, the inter-sequence temporal consistency loss can be formulated as,

Linter = max {0, ∥fθ(X a)− fθ(X p)∥2 − ∥fθ(X a)− fθ(X n)∥2 + α} (2.6)

A pictorial representation of the loss formulation is presented in Fig. 2.2.

2.3.3 Optimization

TCPL integrates self-supervision with pseudo-labeling to learn the person re-ID

model. Temporal coherence is used to enhance the feature learning process in the form
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Figure 2.2: An illustration of the inter-sequence temporal consistency criterion.
Firstly, we sample temporally incoherent mini-tracklets using ΦT to serve as the anchor
and positive sample. Note the temporal perturbations in these mini-tracklets, manifested
in the form changing background. Next, Ψ is used to obtain the negative sample from the
batch nearest neighbors of the anchor, using a ranking based criterion. Using these, we
formulate the triplet loss to enforce consistency such that fθ(·) learns features which focus
on the discriminative aspects related to the person in the tracklet and ignore the background
nuances.

of multi-task learning. Training of this framework alternates between two key steps: (1)

Representation learning, (2) Assignment of pseudo-labels.

Representation learning. In order to learn the weights of the embedding function fθ(·),

we jointly optimize the following loss function,

L =
∑

(X ,y)∈Dl

Ll(X , y) +
∑

(X ,ŷ)∈Dp

Ll(X , ŷ) + λ

(∑

X∈D

Lintra(X ) +
∑

X∈D

Linter(X )

)
(2.7)

where Ll is a standard cross-entropy classification loss applied on all labeled and selected

pseudo-labeled tracklets in the dataset. The supervised loss Ll is optimized by appending
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a classifier gW (·) on top of the feature extractor fθ(·) as

Z = gW (fθ(X )) =W T fθ(X ) + b (2.8)

Ll = −log

(
ey

TZ
∑

j e
Zj

)
, (2.9)

where fθ(X ) ∈ Rd×1, W ∈ Rd×ml and b ∈ Rml×1. The value of d represents the feature

dimension and is equal to 2048 in our experiments. The labeled set and pseudo-labeled set

are denoted by Dl and Dp respectively, with ŷ denoting the pseudo-labels, while D refers

to the entire set of tracklets. Note that, Dl ⊂ D and Dp ⊂ D, such that Dp ∩ Dl = ∅. The

hyper-parameter λ is a non-negative scalar that controls the weight of temporal consistency

in the joint loss function.

Assignment of pseudo-labels. Following [205], we use the nearest neighbor in the em-

bedding space to assign pseudo-labels - each unlabeled tracklet is assigned a pseudo-label by

transferring the label of its nearest labeled neighbor in the embedding space. For Xj ∈ Du,

i = arg min
Xk∈Dl

∥fθ(Xj)− fθ(Xk)∥2, (2.10)

ŷj = yi (2.11)

After assignment of the pseudo-labels, a confidence criterion is used to choose the most

reliable predictions to be used in optimizing Ll for the next step. Instead of a static

threshold, a total of nt samples are selected at step t by choosing the top nt unlabeled

samples with smallest distance to their corresponding labeled nearest neighbour and added

to Dp. A smaller value of the distance implies a more confident pseudo-label prediction.

The value of nt is incremented gradually with t, depending on an enlarging factor

p ∈ (0, 1) [205] where, nt = nt−1 + pnu. Thus, the learning process continues for a total of
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(⌊1/p⌋+ 1) steps - until the entire unlabeled set has been assigned confident pseudo-labels.

The parameter p controls the trade-off between label estimation accuracy and training time

- a smaller value of p leads to better label estimation at the cost of higher training time.

2.4 Experiments

We evaluate our proposed method on two popular video person re-ID benchmarks,

namely, MARS [225] and DukeMTMC-VideoReID [156]. MARS is the largest video re-ID

dataset containing 17, 503 tracklets for 1, 261 identities and 3, 248 distractor tracklets, which

are captured by six cameras. The DukeMTMC-VideoReID dataset is captured using 8

cameras and contains 2, 196 tracklets for training and 2, 636 tracklets for testing. Standard

splits are used along with distractors.

2.4.1 Experimental Details

Evaluation metrics. Given a probe tracklet, we calculate the Euclidean distance with

respect to all the gallery tracklets, and sort the distances to obtain the final ranking list.

We utilize the Cumulative Matching Characteristics (CMC) and mean Average Precision

(mAP) as the performance evaluation measures. We report the Rank-1, Rank-5, Rank-20

scores to represent the CMC curve.

Initial data selection. To initialize the labeled and unlabeled sets, we follow the protocol

outlined in [205]. For each identity, a tracklet is chosen randomly in camera 1. If camera 1

does not record an identity, a tracklet in the next available camera is chosen to ensure each

identity has one tracklet for initialization.
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Implementation details. For our model, we use a ResNet-50 [65] pre-trained on Ima-

geNet [35] - the last classification layer is removed and a fully-connected layer with batch

normalization [75] and a classification layer is added at the end of the model. We adopt

stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with momentum 0.5 and weight decay 0.0005 to optimize

the parameters for 70 epochs, with batch size 16 in each iteration. We set λ = 1 in Eqn.

2.7 for the DukeMTMC-VideoReID dataset and λ = 0.8 for the MARS dataset (due to the

huge disparity in the number of labeled and unlabeled tracklets as a result of fragmentation

in MARS). The learning rate is initialized to 0.1. In the last 15 epochs, to stabilize the

model training and prevent overfitting, we change the learning rate to 0.01 and set λ = 0.

2.4.2 Comparison with Baselines

One-shot re-ID methods in the literature can be broadly divided into two classes:

(1) DGM [211] and Stepwise Metric [114] use the entire pseudo-labeled data at each step

of learning and in the process incorporate a lot of noisy labels, (2) EUG [205] and One-

Example Progressive Learning [204] employ progressive sampling. TCPL outperforms all

of these by learning an embedding which is temporally consistent. We also consider two

baselines: Baseline (one-shot), which utilizes only the one-shot data for training, and Base-

line(supervised), which assumes all the tracklets in the training set are labeled; these are

trained in a supervised manner using only the cross-entropy loss. We also compare against

state-of-the-art unsupervised methods which report results on video re-ID datasets: BUC

[106], UTAL [99] and DAL [28].

We present the results for different instantiations of our framework in Table 2.1:

one which uses both the losses (TCPL -full) and two others corresponding to the usage of
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the losses individually (TCPL -Lintra, TCPL -Linter). For TCPL, EUG [205] and One-Shot

Progressive [204], we set the enlarging parameter p to 0.05.The consistency losses lead to

consistent gains in both rank-1 accuracy and mAP over both EUG [205] and One-Shot

Progressive Learning [204] in both the datasets.

2.4.3 Analysis

Analysis over enlarging factor p. The selection of the enlarging factor p plays an

important role in progressive sampling methods. Decreasing the value of p generally leads

to fewer label estimation errors due to careful data selection, at the cost of a very slow

learning process (See Fig. 2.3).

The performance of our method as p varies is shown in Table 2.2. Unlike base-

line methods, which suffer drastic drops in performance as p is increased, our framework

limits label estimation errors via consistency losses. Notably, TCPL at p = 0.20 is able

to outperform both EUG and One-Shot Progressive Learning at p = 0.05 on DukeMTMC-

VideoReID. This translates to a 4× speedup of learning without sacrificing performance.

On MARS, at p = 0.10, TCPL is able to achieve a Rank-1 accuracy of 61.8%. This is
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Figure 2.3: Comparison with different values of enlarging factor on MARS. Figures
(a) and (b) represent the Rank-1 accuracy and mAP using TCPL with Linter. Figures (c)
and (d) represent the Rank-1 accuracy and mAP using TCPL with Lintra.
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only 1% behind One-Shot Progressive Learning with p = 0.05 and suggests a 2× speedup

with only a negligible drop in performance. All of these indicate that TCPL is robust to

appending pseudo-labeled data more aggressively and thus, can save time.
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Figure 2.4: Performance of TCPL by varying access to the unlabeled set. (a)
presents the Rank-1 acc. and (b) the mAP on DukeMTMC-VideoReID. Temporal consis-
tency performs better than [205, 204] without using the entire unlabeled data, and improves
even further when the unlabeled data is used. This demonstrates two things: (1) using the
unlabeled data efficiently is important, (2) self-supervision can learn highly discriminative
features. (L/UL denotes the labeled/unlabeled set.)

Importance of maximally using the unlabeled data. The ability to extract maximal

information from the unlabeled data is at the core of TCPL. We demonstrate this in Fig.

2.4 by evaluating the losses on DukeMTMC-VideoReID with and without access to entire

unlabeled data at each step of learning.

The results confirm the two aspects of our hypothesis. Firstly, utilizing the entire

unlabeled set at every step of learning improves performance. Secondly, self-supervision -

even without access to the entire unlabeled set - learns better features and improves re-

ID performance. TCPL, with access to only the labeled data, outperforms [204] which

accesses the entirety of the unlabeled set. This is a direct consequence of the ability of
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Figure 2.5: Importance of temporal consistency. (a) presents variations in Rank-1
accuracy on DukeMTMC-VideoReID by changing weights on temporal losses. Higher λ
represents more weight on the temporal losses. (b) presents the variations in mAP.

self-supervision to learn better features via consistency regularization, within and across

camera views.

Weight on the loss function. In our framework, we jointly optimize two types of losses

- the cross-entropy loss and the temporal coherence losses (Lintra,Linter), as defined in Eqn.

2.7, to learn the weights θ of the feature embedding fθ(·). We investigate the contribu-

tions of the temporal losses to the re-identification performance. In order to do that, we

performed experiments with different values of λ (higher value indicates larger weight on

the temporal losses) and present the results on the DukeMTMC-VideoReID dataset in Fig.

2.5. In general, increasing the weight improves performance, indicating the efficacy of self-

supervision. As may be observed from the plot, the proposed method performs best with

λ = 1.

Analysis over pseudo-label estimation. As a consequence of more discriminative fea-

ture learning using local consistency, TCPL is able to generate high-quality labels for the

unlabeled set. At p = 0.20 and p = 0.10, TCPL is able to achieve 8.2% and 4.0% improve-
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Figure 2.6: Pseudo-label estimation. Accuracy of pseudo-labels as enlarging factor p is
varied, on MARS [(a), (b)] and DukeMTMC-VideoReID [(c), (d)]

ment in label estimation respectively, on DukeMTMC-VideoReID, compared to EUG. On

MARS, the improvement in estimation is 5.0% and 3.8% respectively. A visual represen-

tation of the improved pseudo-label estimation can be found in Fig. 2.6.
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Table 2.1: Comparison of TCPL with state-of-the-art one-shot and unsupervised methods
on the MARS and DukeMTMC-VideoReID datasets. (Sup./Unsup. refers to supervised
and unsupervised methods respectively.)

Method Setting
MARS Duke

R-1 R-5 mAP R-1 R-5 mAP

Baseline: upper bound Sup. 80.8 92.1 67.4 83.6 94.6 78.3

TCPL -full (Ours) 1-shot 65.2 77.5 43.6 76.8 87.8 67.9

TCPL -Lintra (Ours) 1-shot 63.3 75.2 42.9 76.2 87.6 67.7

TCPL -Linter (Ours) 1-shot 64.9 77.5 43.1 74.4 86.6 66.5

One-Shot Prog. [204] 1-shot 62.8 75.2 42.6 72.9 84.3 63.3

EUG [205] 1-shot 62.7 72.9 42.5 72.8 84.2 63.2

Stepwise Metric [114] 1-shot 41.2 55.6 19.7 56.3 70.4 46.8

DGM+IDE [211] 1-shot 36.8 54.0 16.9 42.4 57.9 33.6

Baseline: lower bound 1-shot 36.2 50.2 15.5 39.6 56.8 33.3

BUC [106] Unsup. 61.1 75.1 38.0 69.2 81.1 61.9

UTAL [99] Unsup. 49.9 66.4 35.2 - - -

DAL [28] Unsup. 46.8 63.9 21.4 - - -
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Table 2.2: Variation in one-shot performance results for different scales of the enlarging
parameter p. The best and second best results are in red/blue respectively.

p Method
Duke MARS

R-1 R-5 R-20 mAP R-1 R-5 R-20 mAP

0.20

EUG [205] 68.9 81.1 89.4 59.5 48.7 63.4 72.6 26.6

One-Shot Prog. [204] 69.1 81.2 89.6 59.6 49.6 64.5 74.4 27.2

TCPL -Lintra 74.4 85.8 91.6 65.4 52.5 65.6 73.9 31.6

TCPL -Linter 69.4 81.6 88.5 60.5 53.6 66.2 74.9 30.6

0.10

EUG [205] 70.8 83.6 89.6 61.8 57.6 69.6 78.1 34.7

One-Shot Prog. [204] 71.0 83.8 90.3 61.9 57.9 70.3 79.3 34.9

TCPL -Lintra 74.8 87.3 92.0 66.7 59.7 72.0 79.3 39.3

TCPL -Linter 74.9 86.5 92.0 67.2 61.8 74.7 81.5 39.5

0.05

EUG [205] 72.8 84.2 91.5 63.2 62.7 72.9 82.6 42.5

One-Shot Prog. [204] 72.9 84.3 91.4 63.3 62.8 75.2 83.8 42.6

TCPL -Lintra 76.2 87.6 92.9 67.7 63.3 75.2 82.4 42.9

TCPL -Linter 74.4 86.6 92.2 66.5 64.9 77.5 84.1 43.1
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2.5 Conclusion

We introduce a new framework, Temporally Consistent Progressive Learning,

which uses self-supervision via temporal coherence, in conjunction with one-shot labels, to

learn a person re-ID model. Two novel temporal consistency losses, intra-sequence tempo-

ral consistency, and inter-sequence temporal consistency, are at the core of this framework.

These losses enable the learning of richer and more discriminative representations. Our ap-

proach demonstrates the importance of using the unlabeled data efficiently and intelligently,

an aspect of one-shot re-ID ignored by most previous works. Experiments on two challeng-

ing datasets establish our method as the state-of-the-art in the one-shot video person re-ID

task.
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Chapter 3

Source-free Adaptation for Pose

Estimation

3.1 Introduction

Human pose estimation is a fundamental task in computer vision that involves

determining the precise locations of keypoints, such as joints, on a human body in an

image or video [178]. The growing need for pose estimation in various applications such

as action recognition [209], human-computer interaction [108], and video surveillance [100]

has driven the rapid development of highly accurate deep learning techniques. However,

the challenge of obtaining large annotated datasets for training, compounded with the

susceptibility to a performance decline in the face of data distribution shifts still poses

limitations for current pose estimation models. To overcome these limitations, recent studies

have focused on unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) of pose estimators [79, 86]. UDA
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Labeled source dataset Source model

Train parametric prior 
on set of plausible poses

Adaptation

Unlabeled target dataset

Prior drives adaptation in 
absence of source images  

Pose co-ordinates Images

Auxiliary pose dataset

Figure 3.1: Problem setup. Previous UDA methods for pose estimation in the literature
rely on a labeled source dataset while adapting to an unlabeled target dataset. However,
privacy concerns surrounding the use of personally identifiable information in these labeled
datasets, as well as the significant storage and computational requirements, can limit access
to such data. Hence, our work focuses on source-free UDA of pose estimation models.

allows for transferring a pose estimation model trained on a source domain, where labeled

data is available, to a target domain where labeled data is unavailable. Despite improved

and robust pose estimation, the requirement of simultaneous access to both source and

target domains during adaptation hinders real-world implementation. For instance, the

labeled source data may not be accessible post-deployment due to privacy or proprietary

issues. This is particularly relevant for human pose datasets, which contain personally

identifiable information (PII) [170]. Furthermore, adaptation using the entire source data

might be infeasible due to both memory and computational constraints. In light of these

issues, we focus on source-free UDA of human pose estimation models in this chapter.
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Concretely, our objective is to adapt a 2D human pose estimation model to a new

target domain utilizing only its trained parameters and unlabeled target data. This poses a

major challenge as the absence of source data for regularization can cause catastrophic for-

getting. While recent advances have introduced methods to tackle this issue in classification

tasks [103, 4, 142], extending them to the regression task of pose estimation is non-trivial.

To address this challenge, we introduce Prior-guided Self-training (POST), a self-training

regression framework that employs a human pose prior to effectively guide the adaptation

in the absence of source data. An overview of our problem setup is shown in Figure 3.1.

Our approach builds on the Mean Teacher [180] framework, which uses consistency

in the prediction space of a student and teacher model to produce trustworthy pseudo-labels

and learn from the unlabeled target domain. To achieve this, we create two augmented views

of each target image, varying in scale, spatial context, and color statistics. Aligned pose

predictions from both models in both views are then obtained, and consistency between the

predictions across the different views is encouraged to facilitate prediction space adaptation.

However, our empirical results show that relying solely on consistency in the output space

is insufficient when supervision from the source data is lacking. To address this, we also

introduce feature space adaptation, which aims to encourage consistency across features

extracted from the two separate views. We adopt the Barlow Twins [220] approach to

accomplish this. Specifically, we seek to make the cross-correlation matrix calculated from

a pair of feature embeddings as close to the identity matrix as possible.

In addition to the adaptation across both outputs and features, we employ a

human pose prior that models the full manifold of plausible poses in some high-dimensional
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pose space to refine possible noisy pseudo-labels that may arise during self-training. The

plausible poses are represented as points on the manifold surface, with zero distance from it,

while non-plausible poses are located outside the surface, with a non-zero distance from it.

This manifold is learned using a high-dimensional neural field, similar to Pose-NDF [182].

The pose prior acts as a strong regularizer, directing the model to generate more accurate

pose pseudo-labels on the target data and leading to improved adaptation. The learning

of this prior requires an auxiliary dataset of plausible human poses, but this does not

compromise the privacy aspect of our framework as the prior does not make use of RGB

images. In addition, it is worth noting that the prior can be trained offline, separately from

the adaptation process. This not only saves computational resources but also reduces the

amount of storage required. Compared to storing entire images, it is much more efficient to

store pose coordinates, which requires approximately 3000× less memory.

Main contributions. To summarize, our primary contributions are as follows:

• We address the problem of adapting a human pose estimation model to a target

domain consisting of unlabeled data, without access to the source dataset. This

ameliorates the privacy concern associated with the current UDA pose estimation

methods.

• We introduce Prior-guided Self-training (POST), a simple source-free unsupervised

adaptation algorithm. POST leverages both prediction-level and feature-level consis-

tency, in addition to a human pose prior, to drive self-training for improved adaptation

to the target domain.
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• We evaluate our method qualitatively and quantitatively on three challenging domain

adaptive scenarios, demonstrating that it achieves comparable performance to existing

UDA methods that have access to the source data.

3.2 Related Works

Pose Estimation. 2D human pose estimation aims to locate human anatomical key-

points, such as the elbow and knee. Prior works can be categorized into two primary

frameworks: the top-down framework and the bottom-up framework. Top-down meth-

ods [44, 64, 202, 136, 207, 29, 178] first detect each person from the image and then perform

single-person pose estimation on each bounding box independently. On the other hand,

bottom-up methods [145, 74, 21, 92, 32, 54, 80] predict keypoints of each person directly

in an end-to-end manner. Typical bottom-up methods consist of two steps: predicting

keypoint heatmaps and grouping the detected keypoints into separate poses. In this work,

we focus on the bottom-up framework for efficiency purposes and adopt the Simple Base-

line [207] architecture following [86] to ensure fair comparisons with prior domain adaptation

algorithms.

Unsupervised Domain Adaptation. UDA methods have been extensively applied to

a broad range of computer vision tasks, including image classification [190], semantic seg-

mentation [189], object detection [72], and reinforcement learning [152] to tackle the issue

of data distribution shift. Most approaches aim to align the source and target data dis-

tributions through techniques such as maximum mean discrepancy [116] and adversarial

learning [50, 190]. Another line of research utilizes image translation methods to perform
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adaptation by transforming the source images into the target domain [70, 187]. More re-

cently, there has been a surge of interest in adaptation using only a pre-trained source

model due to privacy and memory storage concerns related to the source data. These in-

clude techniques such as information maximization [103, 4], pseudo-labeling [213, 95] and

self-supervision [206]. Compared to other tasks, domain adaptation for regression tasks,

such as pose estimation, remains relatively unexplored.

Domain Adaptive Pose Estimation. UDA methods for pose estimation have explored

various techniques for overcoming the domain gap, including adversarial feature alignment

and pseudo-labeling. RegDA [79] estimates the domain discrepancy by evaluating false

predictions on the target domain and minimizes it. Mu et al. [132] proposed consistency

regularization with respect to transformations and temporal consistency learning within a

video. Li et al. [98] proposed a refinement module and a self-feedback loop to obtain reliable

pseudo-labels. Recently, Kim et al. [86] introduced a unified framework for both human and

animal keypoint detection, which aligns representations using input-level and output-level

cues. Typically, these methods require access to the source data, which may raise data

privacy, memory and computation concerns. In contrast, our method addresses the domain

adaptation problem in a source-free setting.

3.3 Prior-guided Self-training

Our work investigates source-free domain adaptation for 2D human pose estima-

tion. In the pose estimation task, given an input image x ∈ RH×W×3, the goal is to predict

the corresponding y ∈ RK×2 representing the 2D coordinates of K keypoints using a pose
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Figure 3.2: Overview of framework. Our approach builds on the Mean Teacher frame-
work and performs adaptation both in the pose prediction space using Lout, and the feature
space using Lfeat. This is supplemented by a human pose prior g that scores the predicted
pseudo-labels in terms of plausibility. These scores are used to regularize the adaptation
process in the absence of labeled source data via Lprior. The student model fstu is trained
by the combination of the three losses, while the teacher model ftea is updated with the
exponential moving average (EMA) of the weights of the student model.

regression model f . In this paper, we assume access to a pre-trained model, denoted by

fS , as well as N unlabeled images D = {xi}Ni=1 from a target domain T . Our goal is to

adapt the source model to the target such that it performs better on images drawn from

the target distribution than when directly using the source model on the target images.

Overview. In the absence of source data, we propose to use self-training to adapt the

source pose estimation model to the target domain. However, self-training methods are

prone to error accumulation, particularly when labeled data is absent to act as regular-

ization. Hence, we introduce POST, an enhanced self-training strategy that employs three

essential ideas to prevent such errors:
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1. A weight-averaged teacher model is used to generate the pseudo-labels for self-training.

This ensures better retention of the source knowledge within the teacher model by

reducing the effect of updating the weights via noisy pseudo-labels (Section 3.3.1).

2. In addition to adaptation over the output space via pseudo-labels, the model is

adapted in the feature space as well. For each target image, two aligned predictive

views are generated via data augmentation, and consistency across features extracted

from the two separate views is encouraged via a contrastive learning strategy (Sec-

tion 3.3.1).

3. A human pose prior is used to regularize the overall adaptation by directing the

model to generate more accurate and anatomically plausible pose pseudo-labels (Sec-

tion 3.3.2).

An overview of our framework is presented in Figure 3.2.

3.3.1 Self-training via Mean Teacher

Motivated by research suggesting that weight-averaged models over training steps

tend to perform better than the final model [86, 98], we utilize the Mean Teacher frame-

work [180] to generate pseudo-labels for self-training. The framework involves creating two

identical models, a teacher model ftea and a student model fstu, both of which are initial-

ized with the pre-trained network fS at time step t = 0. At each subsequent time step t,

the student model parameters θ are updated by backpropagating the supervisory signals

provided by the teacher model. The parameters of the teacher model θ̃ are updated via an
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exponential moving average (EMA) of the student model parameters.

θ̃t = αθ̃t−1 + (1− α)θt, (3.1)

where α denotes the smoothing coefficient which is set to 0.999 by default. The EMA update

prevents the teacher model from overfitting to noisy pseudo-labels during the initial rounds

of self-training, thereby, preserving the source knowledge. This is especially advantageous

in our scenario where source data is unavailable to regularize the adaptation.

In the following sections, we demonstrate how to adapt fstu using supervisory

signals from ftea on both the feature space and the pose prediction space.

Prediction space adaptation

At each time step t, we apply two different data augmentations, A1 and A2, to a

target image x to generate two views. We then obtain the keypoint heatmap corresponding

to the first transformed image h̃t = f ttea(A1(x)). Here h̃t ∈ RK×H′×W ′
denotes the spatial

likelihood of the K different keypoints on each channel. The pseudo-label from the teacher

model is generated by obtaining the coordinates which produce the maximum activations

ŷt = argmaxuh̃
t
[:,u].

To reduce the influence of erroneous pseudo-labels in our training process, we

utilize a confidence threshold to discard potentially unreliable labels. Specifically, we only

retain the keypoint activations with the top p% maximum values among all activations and

discard the rest. We set the threshold τ accordingly to reflect this.

Following prior work on supervised pose estimation, we first convert the pseudo-

labels to normalized Gaussian heatmaps [184] and then use the mean squared error (MSE)
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loss to update the student model over batches of target images sampled from D:

Lout =
1

|B|
∑

x∈B

K∑

k=1

1
(
ĥtk ≥ τ

)
∥Ã1(ĥ

t
k)− Ã2(h

t
k)∥2. (3.2)

We denote the inverse functions of the chosen augmentations A1 and A2 as Ã1 and Ã2, re-

spectively. The heatmap predicted by the student model for the k-th keypoint is represented

by htk = f tstu(A2(x))
k, while the heatmap generated from the pseudo-labels predicted by the

teacher model is represented by ĥtk = L(ŷt)k. Here, L(·) represents the heatmap generating

function and B denotes a batch of target images.

Feature space adaptation

Pose estimation models primarily rely on a high-to-low-resolution feature encoder

to generate low-resolution representations, which are then used to recover high-resolution

pose heatmaps [207]. Since the upsampling process is inherently noisy, providing interme-

diate supervision to explicitly adapt the features, in addition to adapting the output pose

keypoints as shown in the previous section, can be beneficial [136]. While previous work

has demonstrated the benefits of joint adaptation across the output and feature space via

adversarial learning in tasks such as semantic segmentation [188], this has been exclusively

focused on scenarios where source data is available. Here, we propose an alternative way to

accomplish feature space adaptation in the absence of source data via contrastive learning.

We begin by creating two different views of each target image x using a pair

of sampled augmentations A1 and A2, as previously shown. Next, considering the pose

estimation model as a composition of a feature encoder and an output regressor, i.e., f =

Dec ◦ Enc, we extract the augmentation reversed feature maps from the teacher model
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z̃ = Ã1(Enctea(A1(x))) and the student model z = Ã2(Encstu(A2(x))). We extract pairs

of features for every image in a batch, pool them along the spatial dimensions, and then

normalize them along the batch dimension to ensure that each covariate has a mean of 0

over the batch. For simplicity, we overload z, z̃ to represent the normalized features, and

drop the time index t.

We utilize feature-level consistency between the different views in order to accom-

plish feature space adaptation. This is achieved via a contrastive learning strategy which

encourages the cross-correlation matrix between the outputs of the two networks to be as

close to the identity matrix as possible [220],

Lfeat =
∑

i

(1− Cii)
2 + γ

∑

i

∑

j ̸=i
Cij

2. (3.3)

We define γ as a positive constant that balances the importance of the first and second

terms of the loss function. C represents the cross-correlation matrix computed between the

outputs of the student and teacher networks along the batch dimension:

Cij =

∑|B|
b=1 z̃b,izb,j√∑|B|

b=1 (z̃b,i)
2
√∑|B|

b=1 (zb,j)
2
. (3.4)

Here, b represents the batch index, while i and j index the feature dimensions of the

networks’ outputs. We set γ = 5e− 3 following [220].

The first term of Lfeat encourages the consistency of pose features within the same

image by equating the diagonal elements of the cross-correlation matrix to 1, effectively

reversing the effects of augmentations. In contrast, the second term aims to decorrelate the

different feature dimensions of the embedding by forcing the off-diagonal elements of the

cross-correlation matrix to 0.
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3.3.2 Regularization via Pose Prior

Enhancing the performance of the pose estimation model on the target domain

through joint adaptation over the output and feature space is undoubtedly valuable. How-

ever, this approach has its limitations, as it relies solely on general domain adaptation

principles and overlooks the rich structural priors associated with human poses. To address

this issue, we propose incorporating a parametric human pose prior to better adapt the

pose estimation model to the target domain.

2D Human pose prior

Building upon the work of [182], we propose a human pose prior modeled as a

manifold consisting of plausible 2D poses. To represent the 2D poses while ignoring aspects

such as size and scale, we use a set of 2D orientation vectors that connect pairs of joints in

the human skeleton, denoted by G = {θ = (θ1, . . . , θL) | θl ∈ R2, ∥θl∥2 = 1 ∀l ∈ [L]}. We

assume that plausible 2D human poses lie on a manifold embedded in this pose space G.

We use a function g : G −→ R+, which maps a pose to a non-negative scalar, to represent

the manifold of plausible poses as the zero-level set:

P = {θ ∈ G | g(θ) = 0}, (3.5)

where g represents the unsigned distance to the manifold. We construct this distance

function by first encoding the pose using a hierarchical network genc that encodes the human

pose based on its anatomical structure [124], and subsequently, use gdec to predict the

distance based on the pose representation.
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Specifically, for a given pose θ, we encode it as follows,

v1 = g1enc(θ1), vl = glenc(θl,vΩ(l)), l ∈ {2, . . . , L}. (3.6)

Here, Ω(l) is a function that maps the index of each orientation vector to its parent ori-

entation vector in the kinematic chain of the human skeleton. We obtain the overall pose

encoding as p = [v1| . . . |vL] by concatenating all the individual orientation encodings. This

pose encoding is then processed by gdec : Rd.L −→ R+, which predicts the unsigned distance

for the given pose representation p. A lower distance value for a pose implies that the

configuration of joints is more likely to be a plausible human pose.

Pose prior training

To train the parametric prior g, we rely on an auxiliary dataset of M human

poses DA = {θi}NA
i=1, where θi = (θi1, . . . , θ

i
L). Importantly, these poses are not associated

with their corresponding RGB images, which preserves the privacy aspect of the method.

Additionally, storing only the pose coordinates instead of entire images makes data storage

much more efficient and feasible.

We adopt a supervised approach to train g to predict the L2 distance to the

plausible pose manifold for a given pose. To achieve this, we construct a dataset D̃ =

{(θi, di)}Mi=1, consisting of pose and distance pairs, from DA. As the poses from DA lie on

the desired manifold, we assign d = 0 to all poses in the dataset. To diversify our training

samples, we randomly generate negative samples with distance d > 0 by perturbing the

poses from DA with noise.
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We train the network with the standard L1 loss,

Ldist =
∑

(θ,d)∈D̃

∥g(θ)− d∥1. (3.7)

More details on the training process of the prior are provided in the experiments.

Adaptation using pose prior

We leverage the trained pose prior g to regularize the adaptation process by in-

centivizing the pose estimator to generate pseudo-labels that resemble plausible human

poses.

Given the heatmaps {htk}Kk=1 generated for each keypoint by the student model

f tstu for a target image x, we calculate the corresponding orientation vectors in a differen-

tiable manner to evaluate the plausibility of the predicted pose using the prior. First, we

renormalize each heatmap to a probability distribution via spatial softmax and condense it

to a point by computing the spatial expected value of the latter. For computational effi-

ciency, we carry this out in a separable manner along the two spatial dimensions. Namely,

assuming u = (u1, u2) to be the two components of each pixel coordinate, we set

uki =

∑
ui
uie

htk(ui)

∑
ui
eh

t
k(ui)

, htk(ui) =
∑

uj

htk(u1, u2), (3.8)

where i = 1, 2 and j = 2, 1 respectively. Next, we use the pose coordinates to determine

the orientation vectors between pairs of connected keypoints. Specifically, for every pair

(a, b) of connected keypoints in the human skeleton (denoted by the set E), we calculate

the unit vector θ in the direction from ua to ub, where ua and ub are the estimated softmax
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coordinates of keypoints a and b, respectively, i.e.,

θ =
ua − ub

∥ua − ub∥2
, ∀(a, b) ∈ E . (3.9)

Finally, we use the prior as a regularization term to minimize the distance of the current

pose from our learned manifold,

Lprior =
1

|B|
∑

x∈B
g(T (f tstu(x))), (3.10)

where T (·) converts the predicted heatmaps to the orientation vector format required as

input by the prior.

3.3.3 Overall Adaptation

The final training objective for the student model fstu can be expressed as:

min
fstu

Lout + λ1Lfeat + λ2Lprior. (3.11)

Here, λ1 and λ2 are hyper-parameters that control the influence of feature space adaptation

and prior regularization, respectively. The teacher model ftea is updated asynchronously

by computing an exponential moving average of the student model weights as shown in

Equation 3.1.

3.4 Experiments

In this section, we demonstrate POST’s ability to adapt a 2D human pose estima-

tion model to a target domain using only unlabeled data from that domain. We conduct

experiments on three domain adaptive scenarios and compare with state-of-the-art domain
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adaptation baselines that utilize source data during adaptation. We also conduct exten-

sive analysis to analyze the contribution and interaction between each component in our

framework.

3.4.1 Datasets

SURREAL: SURREAL [194] is a large-scale dataset of synthetically generated images

of people rendered from 3D sequences of human motion capture data against indoor back-

grounds. It contains over 6 million frames, making it one of the largest and most diverse

datasets of its kind.

Human3.6M: Human3.6M [76] is a real-world video dataset captured in indoor envi-

ronments, comprising 3.6 million frames. The dataset features human subjects performing

various actions. In order to reduce redundancy and computational complexity, we down-

sampled the videos from 50fps to 10fps as per the approach proposed in [79]. For training,

we follow the standard protocol proposed in [86] and use 5 subjects (S1, S5, S6, S7, S8),

while the remaining 2 subjects (S9, S11) are reserved for testing.

LSP: Leeds Sports Pose (LSP) [82] is a real-world dataset that contains 2,000 images with

annotated human body joint locations collected from sports activities. The images in LSP

are captured in the wild, featuring a wide variety of human poses that are often challenging

to detect.

BRIAR: BRIAR [33] is a cutting-edge biometric dataset featuring a large-scale collection

of videos of human subjects captured in extremely challenging conditions. The videos are
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recorded at varying distances, i.e., close range, 100m, 200m, 400m, 500m, and unmanned

aerial vehicles (UAV), with each video lasting around 90 seconds. We randomly sample 20

frames from each sequence for each of the 158 subjects for our experiments.

3.4.2 Experiment Protocols

Pose estimation model. We adopt the Simple Baseline [207] as our pose estimation

model, with the ResNet-101 [65] as the backbone. To train the model, we use the Adam

optimizer [89] with a base learning rate of 1e − 4, scheduled to decrease to 1e − 5 after

5 epochs and to 1e − 6 after 20 epochs. The model is trained for 30 epochs. We use a

batch size of 32 and run 500 iterations per epoch. To threshold the model predictions, we

set the confidence thresholding ratio p to 0.5. To augment the images during training, we

follow [86] and use rotation, translation, shear, and Gaussian blur. The hyper-parameters

λ1 and λ2 are set to 1e− 3 and 1e− 6, respectively.

Pose prior. The training of the parametric prior follows a multi-stage approach that in-

volves using different types of training samples. Initially, we use a combination of manifold

poses θm and non-manifold poses θnm with a considerable distance from the desired man-

ifold. Over the course of training, we gradually increase the number of non-manifold poses

θnm with a small distance from the manifold. This enables our model to first learn a smooth

surface and then gradually incorporate finer details as training progresses. We create these

non-manifold poses θnm by injecting noise into the manifold poses θm obtained from the

auxiliary dataset. Specifically, we sample directional noise from the Von-Mises distribution

[53] and add it to the manifold poses in order to obtain the implausible poses.
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The architecture for the encoder genc consists of a 2-layer MLP with an output

feature size of d = 6 for each orientation vector, similar to [124]. The distance field network

gdec is implemented as a 5-layer MLP. Given its large size and diverse poses, we train the

prior for our primary experiments using the SURREAL dataset.

3.4.3 Comparison with Baselines

Baselines. We evaluate the performance of our proposed method against several state-

of-the-art domain adaptive frameworks. This includes adversarial learning-based feature

alignment methods, such as DAN [116], DD [224], and RegDA[79]. Additionally, we consider

approaches based on pseudo-labeling, namely CCSSL[132], and UDAPE [86]. It is worth

noting that all these methods employ the source data during the adaptation process. To

establish a comprehensive performance baseline, we report the results of two additional

baselines: Oracle and Source only. The Oracle baseline represents the upper bound of the

model’s performance, achieved by training the model jointly with target 2D annotations.

On the other hand, Source only represents the model’s performance when it is directly

applied to the target domain without any adaptation.

Metrics. We adopt the evaluation metric of Percentage of Correct Keypoint (PCK) for

all experiments and report PCK@0.05 that measures the ratio of correct prediction within

a range of 5% with respect to the image size.
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Table 3.1: PCK@0.05 on SURREAL → LSP. (Best value is in red color, while the
second best value is in blue color.)

Method SF Sld. Elb. Wrist Hip Knee Ankle Avg.

Source only - 51.5 65.0 62.9 68.0 68.7 67.4 63.9

Oracle - - - - - - - -

DAN ✗ 52.2 62.9 58.9 71.0 68.1 65.1 63.0

DD ✗ 28.4 65.9 56.8 75.0 74.3 73.9 62.4

RegDA ✗ 62.7 76.7 71.1 81.0 80.3 75.3 74.6

CCSSL ✗ 36.8 66.3 63.9 59.6 67.3 70.4 60.7

UDAPE ✗ 69.2 84.9 83.3 85.5 84.7 84.3 82.0

POST ✓ 66.5 83.9 81.0 84.6 83.1 82.6 80.3

3.4.4 Results

Quantitative results. We evaluate POST in two adaptation scenarios: SURREAL→LSP

and SURREAL→Human3.6M, and report the quantitative results in Table 3.1 and Ta-

ble 3.2, respectively. Specifically, we report the PCK@0.05 on 16 keypoints of the human

body, including shoulders (sld.), elbows (elb.), wrists, hips, knees, and ankles. Our method

achieves comparable results to many recent approaches that leverage source data for adap-

tation. Among these methods, UDAPE [86] achieves the highest performance on both

cases, with our framework achieving a close second and only 2 percentage points behind
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Table 3.2: PCK@0.05 on SURREAL → Human3.6M.

Method SF Sld. Elb. Wrist Hip Knee Ankle Avg.

Source only - 69.4 75.4 66.4 37.9 77.3 77.7 67.3

Oracle - 95.3 91.8 86.9 95.6 94.1 93.6 92.9

DAN ✗ 68.1 77.5 62.3 30.4 78.4 79.4 66.0

DD ✗ 71.6 83.3 75.1 42.1 76.2 76.1 70.7

RegDA ✗ 73.3 86.4 72.8 54.8 82.0 84.4 75.6

CCSSL ✗ 44.3 68.5 55.2 22.2 62.3 57.8 51.7

UDAPE ✗ 78.1 89.6 81.1 52.6 85.3 87.1 79.0

POST ✓ 81.3 88.5 77.4 46.1 83.4 83.4 76.7

on average. Notably, we outperform every other method, including the recently proposed

RegDA [79] approach, by a significant margin of up to 5.7 percentage points. It is worth

noting that not only do these methods require source data, but also involve additional mod-

els such as discriminators or style transfer modules, and unstable adversarial training. In

contrast, our framework is lightweight, only involves pseudo-label training, and utilizes a

simple prior model that can be trained offline.
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Figure 3.3: Qualitative results on SURREAL → Human3.6M. We demonstrate sam-
ple results on the Human3.6M dataset. For each row, the leftmost shows the Source only
prediction, the middle one shows the UDAPE [86] prediction, and the rightmost shows the
prediction made POST.

Qualitative results. In addition to quantitative results, we also present qualitative re-

sults on SURREAL→Human3.6M in Figure 3.3. Also, we present only visual results on the

SURREAL→BRIAR adaptation scenario since pose annotations are absent in the BRIAR

dataset. Figure 3.4 displays the predicted human poses on images taken from six different

imaging ranges in the BRIAR dataset. While using the source model directly produces

completely inaccurate poses, POST can accurately localize the keypoint locations, even in

the presence of occlusions and atmospheric turbulence. Our approach can also accurately

reconstruct poses even when the human is imaged from an elevated perspective, resulting in

a high camera angle (Figure 3.4.f). Notably, our approach achieves this without using any

source data for adaptation. Our results are comparable to those produced by UDAPE [86],

which utilizes source data for adaptation.
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a) 100m

b) 200m

c) 400m

d) 500m

e) close range

f) uav

Figure 3.4: Qualitative results on SURREAL → BRIAR. We demonstrate sample
results on the BRIAR dataset at all ranges. For each range, we display three images: the
leftmost shows the Source only prediction, the middle one shows the UDAPE [86] prediction,
and the rightmost shows the prediction made by our framework. Although our approach
does not use any source data for adaptation, it is able to match the predictions produced
by UDAPE, which uses source data.
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Table 3.3: Effect of auxiliary dataset. We evaluate the effect of the auxiliary dataset
on downstream adaptation tasks.

SURREAL→Human3.6M

Aux. dataset Sld. Elb. Wrist Hip Knee Ankle Avg.

SURREAL 81.3 88.5 77.4 46.1 83.4 83.4 76.7

Human3.6M 80.9 88.0 77.2 45.0 83.1 82.8 76.2

SURREAL→LSP

Aux. dataset Sld. Elb. Wrist Hip Knee Ankle Avg.

SURREAL 66.5 83.9 81.0 84.6 83.1 82.6 80.3

Human3.6M 66.1 83.6 80.7 84.4 83.1 82.5 80.1

3.4.5 Ablation Studies

Effect of auxiliary dataset. We conduct experiments to evaluate the impact of the

choice of the auxiliary dataset (used to train the prior) on downstream adaptation. The

results are presented in Table 3.3. Our findings indicate that POST is robust to the choice

of the auxiliary dataset, with performance differences of ∼ 0.5 percentage points.

Effect of loss terms. We conduct an experiment to evaluate the performance of each

component of our framework. The results on the SURREAL→Human3.6M adaptation

scenario are presented in Table 3.4. Our findings indicate that in addition to prediction
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Table 3.4: Effect of each loss term. We evaluate the contribution of each loss term on
SURREAL→Human3.6M.

Lout Lfeat Lprior Sld. Elb. Wrist Hip Knee Ankle Avg.

✗ ✗ ✗ 69.4 75.4 66.4 37.9 77.3 77.7 67.3

✓ ✗ ✗ 77.9 86.7 73.7 38.8 83.0 84.3 74.1

✓ ✓ ✗ 81.7 87.1 75.2 44.3 82.3 82.2 75.5

✓ ✓ ✓ 81.3 88.5 77.4 46.1 83.4 83.4 76.7

Table 3.5: Effect of τ . We evaluate adaptation performance on SURREAL→Human3.6M
as τ is varied.

τ = 0.1 τ = 0.3 τ = 0.5 τ = 0.7 τ = 0.9

76.4 76.5 76.7 75.3 73.8

space adaptation, feature space adaptation also plays a crucial role in enabling effective

unsupervised learning from pseudo-labels. Moreover, we observed that the human pose

prior brings additional improvements, thus validating our hypothesis that noisy pose pseudo-

labels can be refined implicitly by a prior in the absence of source data. Overall, our results

demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework and the importance of each of its components

in achieving state-of-the-art performance.

Effect of thresholding. We analyze the impact of the pseudo-label threshold τ on the

adaptation performance in Table 3.5. The results on SURREAL→Human3.6M reveal that

as we increase this ratio, the performance gradually decreases. This can be attributed
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(a) Human3.6M → SURREAL

(b) SURREAL → Human3.6M

Figure 3.5: Cross-dataset prior transfer. We plot the histogram of scores predicted by
the prior. The prior is able to clearly demarcate plausible poses from implausible poses
across datasets.

to the fact that higher thresholding ratios tend to include lower confident predictions as

pseudo-labels, which can negatively impact adaptation.

Cross-dataset performance of prior. We evaluate the ability of the learned prior to

handle distribution shift separately from the adaptation performance. Specifically, we assess

the robustness of the prior by computing pose scores across datasets, and the results are

presented in Figure 3.5. The plot demonstrates that our prior is effective in scoring plausible

(real) poses with low scores and scoring implausible poses with higher scores. Note that the
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bell curve shape of the noisy pose scores is due to the Von-Mises noise added to create the

noisy poses.

3.5 Conclusion

We address the problem of adapting a pre-trained 2D human pose estimator to

a new target domain with unlabeled target data. To this end, we propose a self-training

algorithm, POST, that leverages a Mean Teacher framework to enforce both prediction-level

and feature-level consistency between a pair of student and teacher models. Our approach

incorporates a human pose prior that captures the manifold of possible poses in a high-

dimensional space, which helps to refine noisy pseudo-labels generated during self-training.

We evaluate our method on three challenging adaptation scenarios and show that it achieves

competitive performance compared to existing UDA methods that have access to source

data.
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Chapter 4

Domain Adaptive Imitation

Learning

4.1 Introduction

Humans possess the innate ability to quickly pick up a new behavior by simply

observing others performing the same skill. Not only are we able to learn from demonstra-

tions coming from a third-person point of view, but we are also capable of imitation from

experts who are morphologically different or have different embodiments - as evidenced by

a child imitating an adult with different bio-mechanics [83]. Previous works in neuroscience

[157, 122] have attributed this to the human capacity of learning structure preserving do-

main correspondences via an invariant feature space [192], which allows us to reconstruct

the observed behavior in the self-domain. While imitation learning algorithms [68, 159] are

successful, to some extent, in endowing autonomous agents with this ability to imitate ex-
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pert behavior, they impose the somewhat unrealistic requirement that the demonstrations

must come from the same domain, whether that be first-person viewpoint, same morphol-

ogy or similar dynamics. The question then arises: can we perform imitation learning which

can overcome all such domain discrepancies?

Prior work on bridging domain disparities in imitation learning has focused on each

of these differences in isolation: morphology [60], dynamics [49] and viewpoint mismatch

[175, 172, 113]. These works [60, 113, 172] utilize paired, time-aligned demonstrations from

both domains, on a set of proxy tasks, to first build a correspondence map across the

domains and then perform an extra reinforcement learning (RL) step for learning the final

policy on the given task. This limits their applicability since paired demonstrations are

rarely available and RL procedures are expensive.

Recently, [88] proposed a general framework that can perform imitation across

a wide array of such discrepancies from unpaired, unaligned demonstrations. However,

they require expert actions, such as the exact kinematic forces, in order to learn a domain

correspondence and assume the availability of an expert policy which is utilized in an in-

teractive learning setting. This is distinctly different from how humans imitate: we are

capable of learning behaviors solely from observations/states, without access to underlying

actions. Furthermore, continuously querying the expert might be onerous in several situa-

tions. Thus, we require a mechanism for learning policies from observation alone, where the

expert demonstrations can originate in a domain that is different from the agent domain

and access to the expert is limited. We define this setting as Cross Domain Imitation from

Observation (xDIO).
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Figure 4.1: Problem setup. Cross-domain Imitation from Observation (xDIO) entails
learning from experts who are different from the agent. Here, the expert is a 4-legged
Ant, while the agent is a HalfCheetah. We learn a domain transformation function from
unpaired, unaligned, state-only trajectories from a set of proxy tasks and utilize it to imitate
the expert on the given inference task.

In this chapter, we propose a novel framework to tackle the xDIO problem, encom-

passing morphological, viewpoint, and dynamics mismatch. We follow a two-step approach

(see Fig. 4.1), where we first learn a transformation across the domains using the proxy

tasks [60], followed by a transfer process and subsequent learning of the policy. Importantly,

in contrast to previous work, we use unpaired and unaligned trajectories containing only

states on the expert domain trajectories, to learn this transformation. Additionally, we

do not assume any access to the expert policy or the expert domain except for the given

demonstrations. To learn the state correspondences, we jointly minimize the divergence be-

tween the transition distributions in the state space as well as in the latent space between

the expert and the agent proxy task trajectories, while learning to translate between the

two domains with the unpaired data via cycle-consistency [231]. However, solely learning
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with such state cycle consistency may only result in local alignment, and lead to difficul-

ties in optimizing for complex environments. Thus, to impose global alignment, we enforce

additional consistency on the temporal position of states across the two domains. This en-

sures that when a state is mapped from one domain to the other, the degree of completion

associated with being in that state remains unchanged. Having learned this mapping on

the proxy tasks, we transfer demonstrations for a new inference task from the expert to the

agent domain, which are subsequently utilized to learn a policy via imitation.

Experiments on a wide array of domains encompassing dynamics, morphological

and viewpoint mismatch, demonstrate the feasibility of learning domain correspondences

from unpaired and unaligned state-only demonstrations.

Main contributions. To summarize, our primary contributions are as follows:

• We propose an algorithm for cross-domain imitation learning by learning transforma-

tions across domains, modeled as Markov Decision Processes (MDP), from unpaired,

unaligned, state-only demonstrations, thereby ameliorating the need for costly paired,

aligned data.

• Unlike previous work, neither do we utilize any costly RL procedure, nor do we require

interactive querying of an expert policy.

• We adopt multiple tasks in the MuJoCo physics engine [183], and show that our

framework can find correspondences and align two domains across different viewpoints,

dynamics, and morphologies.
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4.2 Related Works

Imitation Learning. Imitation learning [167] uses a set of expert demonstrations to

learn a policy that successfully mimics the expert. A common approach is behavioral

cloning (BC) [146, 15], which amounts to learning to mimic the expert demonstrations via

supervised learning. Inverse reinforcement learning (IRL) is another approach, where one

seeks to learn a reward function that explains the demonstrated actions [68, 3, 232]. Recent

works [185, 210, 144] extend imitation learning to state-only demonstrations, where expert

actions are not observed - this opens up the possibility of using imitation in robotics and

learning from weak-supervision sources such as videos. Unlike these approaches, our work

tackles the problem of imitation from state-only demonstrations coming from a different

domain.

Domain Transfer in Reinforcement Learning. Transfer in the reinforcement learning

setting has been attempted by a wide array of works [181]. [9] manually define a common

state space between MDPs and use it to learn a mapping between states. Unsupervised

manifold alignment is used in [7] to learn a linear map between states with similar local

geometric properties. However, they assume the existence of hand-crafted features along

with a distance metric between them, which limits their applicability. Recent works in

transfer learning across mismatches in embodiment [60] and viewpoint [113, 172], obtain

state correspondences from a proxy task set comprising paired, time-aligned demonstrations

and use them to learn a state map or a state encoder to a domain invariant feature space.

[88] proposed a framework that can learn a map across domains from unpaired, unaligned
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Table 4.1: Comparison to prior work using attributes demonstrated in the paper. xDIO

satisfies all the criteria desired in a holistic domain adaptive imitation framework.

Method Unpaired trajectories Only states No online expert No RL

IF [60] ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗

DAIL [88] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓

Ours ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

demonstrations. However, they require expert actions to train the framework, along with

access to an online expert. Furthermore, most of these approaches [60, 113] utilize an RL

step which incurs additional computational cost. In contrast to these methods, our approach

learns an MDP structure-preserving state map from unpaired, unaligned demonstrations

without requiring access to expert actions, additional RL, or online experts. Viewpoint

agnostic imitation has also been tackled in [175], where a combination of adversarial learning

[68] and domain confusion [191] is used to learn a policy without a proxy set. However, it

fails to account for large variations in viewpoint, in addition to sub-optimal trajectories from

the expert domain. From a theoretical perspective, our approach aligns with the objective

of MDP homomorphisms [151]. Similar ideas are explored in learning the MDP similarity

metric via bisimulation [45] and Boltzmann machine reconstruction error [8]. However,

these works find homomorphisms within an MDP and do not provide ways to discover

homomorphisms across MDPs.

Cycle-consistency. Our work draws inspiration from the literature on cycle-consistency

[231, 69, 174]. CycleGAN [231] introduced cycle-consistency to learn bidirectional transfor-
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mations between domains via Generative Adversarial Networks [56] for unpaired image-to-

image translation. This was extended to domain adaptation in [69]. Similar techniques are

applied in sim-to-real transfer [67, 48]. Recently, [149] propose RL-CycleGAN to perform

sim-to-real transfer by adding extra supervision from the Q-value function. Unlike these

works, which are restricted to visual alignments, we propose to learn alignments across

differing dynamics/morphology.

4.3 Problem Setting

Before formally defining the xDIO problem, we first lay the groundwork in terms

of notation. Following [88], we define a domain as a tuple (S,A,P,P0), where S denotes

the state space, A is the action space, P is the dynamics or transition function, and P0 is

the initial distribution over the states. Given an action a ∈ A, the next state is governed

by the transition dynamics as s′ ∼ P(s′|s, a). An infinite horizon Markov Decision Process

(MDP) is defined subsequently by including a reward function r : S × A → R, and a

discount factor γ ∈ [0, 1] to the domain tuple. Thus, while the domain typifies only the

agent morphology and the dynamics, augmenting the domain with a reward and discount

factor describes an MDP for a particular task. We define an MDP in some domain x for a

task T as MT
x =

(
Sx,Ax,Px, rTx , γTx ,P0x

)
. A policy is a map πTx : Sx → B(Ax), where B

is the set of all probability measures on Ax. A trajectory corresponding to the task T in

domain x is a sequence of states ηMT
x
= {s0x, s1x, . . . , s

Hη
x }, where Hη denotes the length of

the trajectory. We denote DMT
x
= {ηiMT

x
}Ni=1 to be a set of such trajectories. In our work,

we consider two domains: expert and agent, indicated by MT
E and MT

A respectively.
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The objective of xDIO is to learn an optimal policy πTA in the agent domain,

given state-only demonstrations DMT
E

in the expert domain. In this paper, we propose

to first learn a transformation ψ : SE → SA between the domains and then leverage ψ

to imitate from the expert demonstrations. Following prior work [60, 113, 88], we assume

access to a dataset consisting of expert-agent trajectories for M different proxy tasks: D =

{(D
M

Tj
E

,D
M

Tj
A

)}Mj=1. Proxy tasks encompass simple primitive skills in both domains and

are different from the inference task T , for which we wish to learn the policy.

We relax certain assumptions made in previous work, which are critical for real-

world applications. Firstly, the trajectories derived from proxy tasks are not paired, i.e.,

time-aligned trajectories do not exist in D. This is crucial in real-world cases, as the tasks

may not be executed at the same rate in different domains. Secondly, expert actions are

not observed: such actions are difficult to obtain in various scenarios such as videos of

humans performing some task. Finally, we train in an offline fashion and do not require any

expert policy for interactive querying, to guide the learning process, beyond the provided

demonstrations.

Once the domain transformation function ψ is learned, we use it to translate the

expert domain trajectories DMT
E
, for the inference task T , to the agent domain to obtain

D̂MT
A
. An inverse dynamics model IA : SA × SA → AA is then learned to augment these

translated trajectories with actions, similar to [185]. These are subsequently used to learn

the policy πTA via imitation learning.
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4.4 Cross-domain Imitation from Observation

A crucial characteristic of a good domain transformation ψ lies in MDP dynamics

preservation. In our framework, we enforce this from both the local and global perspectives.

For local alignment, we aim to ensure that optimal state transitions in MT
E map to optimal

transitions in MT
A. Our proposed method achieves this local alignment by matching the

state-transition distributions defined for the true and transferred trajectories on the proxy

tasks in an adversarial manner while maintaining cycle-consistency. A latent space is learned

via a mutual information objective to only preserve task-specific information. On the other

hand, a learned temporal position function aims to enforce consistency on the temporal

position of the states across the two domains to ensure global alignment. In the following

parts, we define each of these components in more detail.

4.4.1 Local Alignment via Distribution Matching

State cycle-consistency. We seek to map optimal transitions in the expert domain

to the agent domain, and propose to learn domain transformation ψ such that the state

transition distribution is matched over the trajectories derived from the proxy tasks. We

utilize adversarial training to accomplish this. Given unpaired samples {(stE , st+1
E )} ∈ D

M
Tj
E

and {(stA, st+1
A )} ∈ D

M
Tj
A

drawn from the jth proxy task, the function ψ is learned in an

adversarial manner with a discriminator Dj
A, where ψ tries to map (stE , s

t+1
E ) onto the

distribution of (stA, s
t+1
A ), while Dj

A tries to distinguish translated samples
(
ψ(stE), ψ(s

t+1
E )

)
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against real samples (stA, s
t+1
A ):

min
ψ

max
Dj

A

Ljadv = E(stA,s
t+1
A )∼D

M
Tj
A

[
logDj

A(s
t
A, s

t+1
A )

]

+E(stE ,s
t+1
E )∼D

M
Tj
E

[
log(1−Dj

A(ψ(s
t
E), ψ(s

t+1
E )))

]
(4.1)

Solely optimizing this adversarial loss can lead to the model mapping the same set

of states to any random permutation of states in the agent domain, where any of the learned

mappings can induce an output distribution that matches the agent state transition distri-

bution. Following [231], we introduce cycle consistency as a means to control this undesired

effect. We learn another state map in the opposite direction ϕ : SA → SE by optimizing

an adversarial loss, minϕmax
Dj

E
Ljadv, with a discriminator Dj

E . Cycle consistency is then

imposed as:

min
ψ,ϕ

Ljcyc = EsE∼D
M

Tj
E

[
∥ϕ ◦ ψ(sE)− sE∥22

]
+ EsA∼D

M
Tj
A

[
∥ψ ◦ ϕ(sA)− sA∥22

]
(4.2)

Domain invariant latent space. To incentivize ψ, ϕ to generalize beyond proxy tasks,

we use an encoder-decoder structure for the transformation function ψ. Concretely, ψ =

DE ◦ EE , where EE : SE → Z represents an encoder which maps a state in the expert

domain to a domain agnostic latent space Z, while DE : Z → SA represents the decoding

function. ϕ = DA ◦ EA is defined similarly via the same latent space Z. Prior work [60] has

explored learning such invariant spaces, but use paired data from both domains, which is a

very strong and often unrealistic assumption, as explained above. Inspired from work based

on information theoretic objectives [43, 197], we learn the latent space by minimizing the

mutual information between the domain and the latent transitions:

min
EE ,EA

I
(
d; (zt, zt+1)

)
(4.3)
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where (zt, zt+1) denotes an encoded transition from either of the domains. Minimizing the

mutual information between the domain (∆ = {E,A}) and the encoded latent transition for

the same proxy task will result in a latent space that encodes the task-specific information

and filters out the domain-specific nuances.

Note that we can decompose the mutual information term as I
(
∆; (zt, zt+1)

)
=

H(∆) − H(∆|(zt, zt+1)), where H(·) denotes the entropy. Thus, our objective in Equa-

tion 4.3 reduces to just maximizing the conditional entropy H(∆|(zt, zt+1)). Due to the

intractability of this expression [6, 147], we optimize the following variational lower bound

instead,

Ed∼∆,(std,s
t+1
d )∼D

M
Tj
d

[
− log qj

(
d|(zt, zt+1)

)]
, (4.4)

where qj denotes a variational distribution that approximates the true posterior.

Here, qj is parameterized as a discriminator which outputs the probability that

the generated transition comes from domain d for the jth proxy task. Maximizing this

objective over the encoder parameters ensures that the discriminator is maximally confused

and the latent transitions for the task, coming from both domains, are well aligned. The

overall objective is as follows:

min
qj

max
EE ,EA

LMI = Ed∼∆,(std,s
t+1
d )∼D

M
Tj
d

[
− log qj

(
d|
(
zt, zt+1

))]
(4.5)

Additionally, we enforce consistency in the latent embedding to further constrain the learned

mapping:

min
ψ,ϕ

Ljz = EsE∼D
M

Tj
E

[
∥EA ◦ ψ(sE)− EE(sE)∥22

]
+ EsA∼D

M
Tj
A

[
∥EE ◦ ϕ(sA)− EA(sA)∥22

]

(4.6)
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Dj
A

<latexit sha1_base64="N5l9Gc9KfXMP2lrbwmmd08dglEg=">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</latexit>

s0E
<latexit sha1_base64="4IIqfuHlEjoZtvoaLTuTELs2xnc=">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</latexit>

ŝ0A

<latexit sha1_base64="op5D8u6FwtNYq1+2SXKrN6se3wo=">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</latexit>sA
<latexit sha1_base64="rgr2r70IOH1/xUoKJnBkdaPXzcY=">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</latexit>

s0A

<latexit sha1_base64="/3xh897z8wyn5/vj+cEV4JoJL+A=">AAACTHicbVBLSwMxEM7WV62vqkcvwVLwUMquKPZY0EIPChX6gm67ZNO0RrMPkmyhLPmBXjx481d48aCIYLYtVVsHJnzzzTfM5HNDRoU0zRcjtbK6tr6R3sxsbe/s7mX3D5oiiDgmDRywgLddJAijPmlIKhlph5wgz2Wk5T5cJv3WiHBBA78uxyHpemjo0wHFSGrKyeK8HQun0jMLyWsV7H4gxQTHVWUraAvqQdtD8g4jFl8pJ54XN8qpqN5PXVfOvcrMy2utRf2R6t072ZxZNCcBl4E1Azkwi5qTfdZn4MgjvsQMCdGxzFB2Y8QlxYzoHZEgIcIPaEg6GvrII6IbT8xQMK+ZPhwEXKcv4YT9PREjT4ix52plcqpY7CXkf71OJAelbkz9MJLEx9NFg4hBGcDEWdinnGDJxhogzKm+FeI7xBGW2v+MNsFa/PIyaJ4WrfOieXuWK5dmdqTBETgGJ8ACF6AMqqAGGgCDR/AK3sGH8WS8GZ/G11SaMmYzh+BPpNa/ARX+tT8=</latexit>

Lj
adv

<latexit sha1_base64="FHod91URYwqVqmABzs0raPaelZA=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJdugkVwVRJRdFlw48JFBfuANobJ7aQdO5mEmYkQQvwVNy4UceuHuPNvnLRZaOuBgcM593LPHD9mVCrb/jYqK6tr6xvVzdrW9s7unrl/0JVRIoB0IGKR6PtYEkY56SiqGOnHguDQZ6TnT68Kv/dIhKQRv1NpTNwQjzkNKGClJc+sD0OsJoBZdpPfP3gZpJB7ZsNu2jNYy8QpSQOVaHvm13AUQRISroBhKQeOHSs3w0JRYCSvDRNJYgxTPCYDTTkOiXSzWfjcOtbKyAoioR9X1kz9vZHhUMo09PVkEVUueoX4nzdIVHDpZpTHiSIc5oeChFkqsoomrBEVBBRLNcEgqM5qwQQLDEr3VdMlOItfXibd06Zz3rRvzxotu6yjig7RETpBDrpALXSN2qiDAKXoGb2iN+PJeDHejY/5aMUod+roD4zPH2calTM=</latexit>

Lj
cyc

<latexit sha1_base64="JcJJBv8C5/x42NTZ21B6DTtMZb8=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0WPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbN0dxN2N0IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX/jJs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekHCmjet+O5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b/+gfnjU1XGqCO2QmMeqH2BNOZO0Y5jhtJ8oikXAaS+Y3uV+74kqzWL5aGYJ9QWeSBYygk0uDZOIjeoNt+kWQKvEK0kDSrRH9a/hOCapoNIQjrUeeG5i/Awrwwin89ow1TTBZIondGCpxIJqPytunaMzq4xRGCtb0qBC/T2RYaH1TAS2U2AT6WUvF//zBqkJb/yMySQ1VJLFojDlyMQofxyNmaLE8JklmChmb0UkwgoTY+Op2RC85ZdXSfei6V013YfLRuu2jKMKJ3AK5+DBNbTgHtrQAQIRPMMrvDnCeXHenY9Fa8UpZ47hD5zPHxTajkM=</latexit>

�

<latexit sha1_base64="sNVGIs9M+ZCLY64ntLx1ZV115RU=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPoQcKuKHoMiOAxgnlAsoTZySQZMju7zvQKcclPePGgiFd/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BbEUBl3328ktLa+sruXXCxubW9s7xd29uokSzXiNRTLSzYAaLoXiNRQoeTPWnIaB5I1geD3xG49cGxGpexzF3A9pX4meYBSt1Hzq3JzaOu4US27ZnYIsEi8jJchQ7RS/2t2IJSFXyCQ1puW5Mfop1SiY5ONCOzE8pmxI+7xlqaIhN346vXdMjqzSJb1I21JIpurviZSGxozCwHaGFAdm3puI/3mtBHtXfipUnCBXbLaol0iCEZk8T7pCc4ZyZAllWthbCRtQTRnaiAo2BG/+5UVSPyt7F2X37rxUcbM48nAAh3ACHlxCBW6hCjVgIOEZXuHNeXBenHfnY9aac7KZffgD5/MHGbiPSw==</latexit>

zE , z0E

<latexit sha1_base64="p3AzDk4Vdblr3QkgEAIj+Yrp5UQ=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPoQcKuKHqMePEYwTwgWcLsZJIMmZ1dZ3qFuOQnvHhQxKu/482/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7glgKg6777eSWlldW1/LrhY3Nre2d4u5e3USJZrzGIhnpZkANl0LxGgqUvBlrTsNA8kYwvJn4jUeujYjUPY5i7oe0r0RPMIpWaj51rk9tHXeKJbfsTkEWiZeREmSodopf7W7EkpArZJIa0/LcGP2UahRM8nGhnRgeUzakfd6yVNGQGz+d3jsmR1bpkl6kbSkkU/X3REpDY0ZhYDtDigMz703E/7xWgr0rPxUqTpArNlvUSyTBiEyeJ12hOUM5soQyLeythA2opgxtRAUbgjf/8iKpn5W9i7J7d16quFkceTiAQzgBDy6hArdQhRowkPAMr/DmPDgvzrvzMWvNOdnMPvyB8/kDDYCPQw==</latexit>

zA, z0A

<latexit sha1_base64="1nTRVMGjhLb6DARA1aZLscFs96M=">AAAB6nicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHaNRo9ELx4xyiOBlcwODYzMzq4zsyZkwyd48aAxXv0ib/6NA+xBwUo6qVR1p7sriAXXxnW/ndzS8srqWn69sLG5tb1T3N2r6yhRDGssEpFqBlSj4BJrhhuBzVghDQOBjWB4NfEbT6g0j+SdGcXoh7QveY8zaqx0+3j/0CmW3LI7BVkkXkZKkKHaKX61uxFLQpSGCap1y3Nj46dUGc4EjgvtRGNM2ZD2sWWppCFqP52eOiZHVumSXqRsSUOm6u+JlIZaj8LAdobUDPS8NxH/81qJ6V34KZdxYlCy2aJeIoiJyORv0uUKmREjSyhT3N5K2IAqyoxNp2BD8OZfXiT1k7J3VnZvTkuVyyyOPBzAIRyDB+dQgWuoQg0Y9OEZXuHNEc6L8+58zFpzTjazD3/gfP4AVzeN1Q==</latexit>

qj
<latexit sha1_base64="ajS+WYtlrow18jQS7JbzPOapbtU=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dBIvgqiSi6LLgRkGhgn1AG8NkOmnHTiZhZiKWkF9x40IRt/6IO//GSZuFth4YOJxzL/fM8WNGpbLtb6O0tLyyulZer2xsbm3vmLvVtowSgUkLRywSXR9JwignLUUVI91YEBT6jHT88UXudx6JkDTid2oSEzdEQ04DipHSkmdW+yFSI4xYep156c1Vdv/gmTW7bk9hLRKnIDUo0PTMr/4gwklIuMIMSdlz7Fi5KRKKYkaySj+RJEZ4jIakpylHIZFuOs2eWYdaGVhBJPTjypqqvzdSFEo5CX09mSeV814u/uf1EhWcuynlcaIIx7NDQcIsFVl5EdaACoIVm2iCsKA6q4VHSCCsdF0VXYIz/+VF0j6uO6d1+/ak1rCLOsqwDwdwBA6cQQMuoQktwPAEz/AKb0ZmvBjvxsdstGQUO3vwB8bnDzn9lIA=</latexit>

Lj
MI

<latexit sha1_base64="vsstUUuewUr8D5d5c8yX4IqTE7g=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiSi6LIoBZcV7AOaUCbTSTt08mDmRiihv+HGhSJu/Rl3/o2TNgttPTBwOOde7pnjJ1JotO1vq7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486Ok4V420Wy1j1fKq5FBFvo0DJe4niNPQl7/qTu9zvPnGlRRw94jThXkhHkQgEo2gk1w0pjhGz5mzQHFRrdt2eg6wSpyA1KNAaVL/cYczSkEfIJNW679gJehlVKJjks4qbap5QNqEj3jc0oiHXXjbPPCNnRhmSIFbmRUjm6u+NjIZaT0PfTOYZ9bKXi/95/RSDGy8TUZIij9jiUJBKgjHJCyBDoThDOTWEMiVMVsLGVFGGpqaKKcFZ/vIq6VzUnau6/XBZa9wWdZThBE7hHBy4hgbcQwvawCCBZ3iFNyu1Xqx362MxWrKKnWP4A+vzBy1PkcU=</latexit>

EE
<latexit sha1_base64="rjcoFDKzD/BKts+0EL5oAm7ijUE=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZdugkVwVRJRdFl8gMsK9gFNKJPppB06mYSZG6GE/oYbF4q49Wfc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uWdOkAiu0XG+rdLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T9o6zhVlLVoLGLVDYhmgkvWQo6CdRPFSBQI1gnGN7nfeWJK81g+4iRhfkSGkoecEjSS50UER4jZ7bR/16/WnLozg71M3ILUoECzX/3yBjFNIyaRCqJ1z3US9DOikFPBphUv1SwhdEyGrGeoJBHTfjbLPLVPjDKww1iZJ9Geqb83MhJpPYkCM5ln1IteLv7n9VIMr/yMyyRFJun8UJgKG2M7L8AecMUoiokhhCpustp0RBShaGqqmBLcxS8vk/ZZ3b2oOw/ntcZ1UUcZjuAYTsGFS2jAPTShBRQSeIZXeLNS68V6tz7moyWr2DmEP7A+fwAryJHE</latexit>

DE

<latexit sha1_base64="2wEoK9gv2v/+RHPcRgw812G5Xgk=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZdugkVwVRJRdFkfC5cV7AOaUCbTSTt0MgkzN0IJ/Q03LhRx68+482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs+cIBFco+N8W6WV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3evun/Q1nGqKGvRWMSqGxDNBJeshRwF6yaKkSgQrBOMb3O/88SU5rF8xEnC/IgMJQ85JWgkz4sIjhCzu2n/ul+tOXVnBnuZuAWpQYFmv/rlDWKaRkwiFUTrnusk6GdEIaeCTSteqllC6JgMWc9QSSKm/WyWeWqfGGVgh7EyT6I9U39vZCTSehIFZjLPqBe9XPzP66UYXvkZl0mKTNL5oTAVNsZ2XoA94IpRFBNDCFXcZLXpiChC0dRUMSW4i19eJu2zuntRdx7Oa42boo4yHMExnIILl9CAe2hCCygk8Ayv8Gal1ov1bn3MR0tWsXMIf2B9/gAluJHA</latexit>

DA
<latexit sha1_base64="kjy37Jex/W3R6OYWPHWhqJz36iM=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZdugkVwVRJRdFkVwWUF+4AmlMl00g6dTMLMjVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnSATX6DjfVmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h+0dZwqylo0FrHqBkQzwSVrIUfBuoliJAoE6wTj29zvPDGleSwfcZIwPyJDyUNOCRrJ8yKCI8Tsbtq/7ldrTt2ZwV4mbkFqUKDZr355g5imEZNIBdG65zoJ+hlRyKlg04qXapYQOiZD1jNUkohpP5tlntonRhnYYazMk2jP1N8bGYm0nkSBmcwz6kUvF//zeimGV37GZZIik3R+KEyFjbGdF2APuGIUxcQQQhU3WW06IopQNDVVTAnu4peXSfus7l7UnYfzWuOmqKMMR3AMp+DCJTTgHprQAgoJPMMrvFmp9WK9Wx/z0ZJV7BzCH1ifPyc/kcE=</latexit>

EA

<latexit sha1_base64="vsstUUuewUr8D5d5c8yX4IqTE7g=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiSi6LIoBZcV7AOaUCbTSTt08mDmRiihv+HGhSJu/Rl3/o2TNgttPTBwOOde7pnjJ1JotO1vq7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486Ok4V420Wy1j1fKq5FBFvo0DJe4niNPQl7/qTu9zvPnGlRRw94jThXkhHkQgEo2gk1w0pjhGz5mzQHFRrdt2eg6wSpyA1KNAaVL/cYczSkEfIJNW679gJehlVKJjks4qbap5QNqEj3jc0oiHXXjbPPCNnRhmSIFbmRUjm6u+NjIZaT0PfTOYZ9bKXi/95/RSDGy8TUZIij9jiUJBKgjHJCyBDoThDOTWEMiVMVsLGVFGGpqaKKcFZ/vIq6VzUnau6/XBZa9wWdZThBE7hHBy4hgbcQwvawCCBZ3iFNyu1Xqx362MxWrKKnWP4A+vzBy1PkcU=</latexit>

EE
<latexit sha1_base64="rjcoFDKzD/BKts+0EL5oAm7ijUE=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZdugkVwVRJRdFl8gMsK9gFNKJPppB06mYSZG6GE/oYbF4q49Wfc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uWdOkAiu0XG+rdLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T9o6zhVlLVoLGLVDYhmgkvWQo6CdRPFSBQI1gnGN7nfeWJK81g+4iRhfkSGkoecEjSS50UER4jZ7bR/16/WnLozg71M3ILUoECzX/3yBjFNIyaRCqJ1z3US9DOikFPBphUv1SwhdEyGrGeoJBHTfjbLPLVPjDKww1iZJ9Geqb83MhJpPYkCM5ln1IteLv7n9VIMr/yMyyRFJun8UJgKG2M7L8AecMUoiokhhCpustp0RBShaGqqmBLcxS8vk/ZZ3b2oOw/ntcZ1UUcZjuAYTsGFS2jAPTShBRQSeIZXeLNS68V6tz7moyWr2DmEP7A+fwAryJHE</latexit>

DE

<latexit sha1_base64="2wEoK9gv2v/+RHPcRgw812G5Xgk=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZdugkVwVRJRdFkfC5cV7AOaUCbTSTt0MgkzN0IJ/Q03LhRx68+482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs+cIBFco+N8W6WV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3evun/Q1nGqKGvRWMSqGxDNBJeshRwF6yaKkSgQrBOMb3O/88SU5rF8xEnC/IgMJQ85JWgkz4sIjhCzu2n/ul+tOXVnBnuZuAWpQYFmv/rlDWKaRkwiFUTrnusk6GdEIaeCTSteqllC6JgMWc9QSSKm/WyWeWqfGGVgh7EyT6I9U39vZCTSehIFZjLPqBe9XPzP66UYXvkZl0mKTNL5oTAVNsZ2XoA94IpRFBNDCFXcZLXpiChC0dRUMSW4i19eJu2zuntRdx7Oa42boo4yHMExnIILl9CAe2hCCygk8Ayv8Gal1ov1bn3MR0tWsXMIf2B9/gAluJHA</latexit>

DA
<latexit sha1_base64="kjy37Jex/W3R6OYWPHWhqJz36iM=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZdugkVwVRJRdFkVwWUF+4AmlMl00g6dTMLMjVBCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnSATX6DjfVmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h+0dZwqylo0FrHqBkQzwSVrIUfBuoliJAoE6wTj29zvPDGleSwfcZIwPyJDyUNOCRrJ8yKCI8Tsbtq/7ldrTt2ZwV4mbkFqUKDZr355g5imEZNIBdG65zoJ+hlRyKlg04qXapYQOiZD1jNUkohpP5tlntonRhnYYazMk2jP1N8bGYm0nkSBmcwz6kUvF//zeimGV37GZZIik3R+KEyFjbGdF2APuGIUxcQQQhU3WW06IopQNDVVTAnu4peXSfus7l7UnYfzWuOmqKMMR3AMp+DCJTTgHprQAgoJPMMrvFmp9WK9Wx/z0ZJV7BzCH1ifPyc/kcE=</latexit>

EA

<latexit sha1_base64="cJQL6hMgB0xSSdprxvKh2t2svSA=">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</latexit>sE
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Pz

Inference task adaptationLocal and global alignment via proxy tasks

Figure 4.2: Overview of framework. We perform local alignment via state-transition
distribution matching and cycle-consistency in the state space using Ljadv and Ljcyc, as

well as in a learnt latent space using Ljz and LjMI(only proxy task is j shown here). The
inverse cycle from agent to expert is omitted here for clarity. Global alignment is performed
via consistency on the temporal position of states across the two domains, using the pre-
trained position estimators P jA, P

j
E in Ljpos. Further improvement is obtained via inference

task adaptation using Ljpos inf and Ljcyc inf - this prevents overfitting to the proxy tasks and

makes the learned transformation more robust and well-conditioned to the target data.

4.4.2 Global Alignment via Temporal Position Preservation

Solely learning with state cycle-consistency may result only in local alignment: an

optimal state pair in the expert domain may get mapped to an optimal transition in the

agent domain while violating task semantics (transitions from the beginning of a task get

mapped to terminal ones), and then back without breaking cycle-consistency. In order to

constrain the mapping to maintain temporal semantics for a task, we enforce additional

consistency on the temporal position of states across the two domains.

We encode the temporal position of a state by computing a normalized score of

proximity to the terminal state in the trajectory. Each state is assigned a value of 1 if they

are terminating goal states and 0 otherwise. These discrete values are then exponentially
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weighted by a discount factor γ ∈ (0, 1) to obtain a continuous estimate of the state temporal

position. Using these temporal encodings, we pre-train temporal position estimators P jE , P
j
A

in a supervised fashion by optimizing a squared error loss as follows:

min
P j
E

Eη∼D
M

Tj
E

Hη∑

t=1

(
P jE(s

t
E)− γHη−t

)2

(4.7)

P jA is learned in a similar fashion by optimizing Equation 4.7 with respect to the agent

trajectories. These estimators are subsequently used to enforce temporal preservation as:

min
ψ,ϕ

Ljpos = EsE∼D
M

Tj
E

[
∥P jA ◦ ψ(sE)− P jE(sE)∥22

]
+ EsA∼D

M
Tj
A

[
∥P jE ◦ ϕ(sA)− P jA(sA)∥22

]
.

(4.8)

Our temporal position estimators may be interpreted as state value functions: trajectories

are from a greedy optimal policy with reward 1 for terminal states, and 0 otherwise.

4.4.3 Inference Task Adaptation

As discussed in Section 4.3, we are provided with the state-only trajectories DMT
E

on solely the expert domain for the inference task T . We propose to use these trajecto-

ries during the learning process as additional regularization, referred to as inference task

adaptation. First, we enforce cycle consistency on the states:

min
ψ,ϕ

Lcyc inf = EsE∼DMT
E

[
∥ϕ ◦ ψ(sE)− sE∥22

]
. (4.9)

In addition, we also enforce temporal preservation in the latent space. Concretely, we

first train a position estimator P T
E by optimizing Equation 4.7 on the given trajectories as

discussed in Section 4.4.2. We use the trained position estimator, along with a latent space
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position predictor Pz to enforce temporal preservation by:

min
EE ,Pz

Lpos inf = EsE∼DMT
E

[
∥Pz ◦ EE(sE)− P T

E (sE)∥22
]
. (4.10)

4.4.4 Optimization

Given the alignment dataset D containing trajectories from theM proxy tasks, we

first pre-train the temporal position estimators {(P jE , P
j
A)}Mj=1 using Equation 4.7. This is

followed by adversarial training of the state maps ψ, ϕ, where we use separate discriminators

on the state space and latent space for each proxy task. The full objective is then:

min
ψ,ϕ

max
{Dj

E},{Dj
A},{qj}

L =
M∑

j=1

[
λ1

(
Ljadv(D

j
A) + Ljadv(D

j
E)

)

+ λ2

(
Ljcyc + Ljz

)
+ λ3Ljpos − λ4LjMI

]

+ λ5

(
Lcyc inf + Lpos inf

)
, (4.11)

where {λi}5i=1 denote hyper-parameters which control the contribution of each loss term. A

pictorial description of the overall framework is shown in Figure 3.2.

4.4.5 Imitation from Observation

We use the learned ψ to map the states in the inference task expert demonstrations

DMT
E
to the agent domain. Given the set of transferred state-only demonstrations D̂MT

A
, we

can use any imitation from observation algorithm to learn the final policy. In this work, we

follow the Behavioral Cloning from Observation (BCO) approach proposed in [185]. BCO

entails learning an inverse dynamics model IA : SA × SA → AA to infer missing action

information. First, we collect a dataset of state-action triplets P = {(stA, atA, st+1
A )} by
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random exploration. The inverse model is subsequently estimated by Maximum Likelihood

Estimation (MLE) of the observed transitions in P. Assuming a Gaussian distribution over

actions, this reduces to minimizing an ℓ2 loss as follows,

min
IA

∑

(stA,a
t
A,s

t+1
A )∈P

∥atA − IA(stA, st+1
A )∥22 (4.12)

Next, the learnt inverse model is used to augment D̂MT
A
with agent specific actions. Finally,

these action-augmented trajectories are used to learn the final policy πTA via behavioral

cloning. Note that our correspondence learning framework is agnostic to the imitation from

observation algorithm used for learning the agent policy. The pseudo-code for training our

framework is presented in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Learn domain transformation ψ

Input: Proxy task set
{
(D

M
Tj
E

,D
M

Tj
A

)

}M

j=1

, inference task trajectories DMT
E

while not done do

for j = 1, . . . ,M do //Global and local alignment

Sample (sE , s
′
E) ∼ DMTi

E

, (sA, s
′
A) ∼ DMTi

A

and store in buffers Bj
E , B

j
A

for i = 1, . . . , N do

Sample mini-batch i from Bj
E , B

j
A

Update Dj
E , D

j
A by maximizing Liadv(D

j
E) and Ljadv(D

j
E) respectively

Update qj by minimizing LjMI

Update ψ, ϕ by minimizing λ1

(
Ljadv(D

j
A) + Ljadv(D

j
E)
)
+λ2

(
Ljcyc + Ljz

)
+λ3Ljpos−

λ4LjMI

end for

end for

Sample (sE , s
′
E) ∼ DMT

E
and store in buffers BM+1

E //Inference task adaptation

for i = 1, . . . , N do

Sample mini-batch i from BM+1
E

Update Vz by minimizing Lpos inf

Update ψ, ϕ by minimizing Lcyc inf + Lpos inf

end for

end while
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4.5 Experiments

In this section, we analyze the efficacy of our proposed method on the xDIO task.

We adopt MuJoCo [183] as the experimental test bed and evaluate on several cross-domain

tasks, along with a thorough ablation study of different modules in our overall framework.

M-A2C M-A2A M-R2R

Ex
pe

rt
A
ge
nt

Figure 4.3: Cross-domain tasks. Different morphologically mismatched tasks used in our
experiments.

4.5.1 Tasks

We use a total of 7 environments derived from the OpenAI Gym [18]: 2-link

Reacher, 3-link Reacher, Friction-modified 2-link Reacher, Third-person 2-link Reacher, 4-

legged Ant, 6-legged Ant, and HalfCheetah. We use the joint-level state-action space for all

environments. These are used to construct six cross-domain tasks:

• Dynamics-Reacher2Reacher (D-R2R): Agent domain is the 2-link Reacher and

the expert domain is the Friction-modified 2-link Reacher, created by doubling the

friction co-efficient of the former. The proxy tasks are reaching for M goals and the
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inference tasks are reaching for 4 new goals, placed maximally far away from the proxy

goals.

• Viewpoint-Reacher2Reacher (V-R2R): Agent domain is the 2-link Reacher and

expert domain is Third-person 2-link Reacher that has a “third person” view state

space with a 180◦ planar offset. Tasks are the same as D-R2R.

• Viewpoint-Reacher2Writer (V-R2W): Agent domain is the 2-link Reacher and

the expert domain is Third-person 2-link Reacher. The proxy tasks are the same as

D-R2R and the inference task is tracing a letter on a plane as fast as possible [88].

The inference task differs from the proxy tasks in two key aspects: the end effector

must draw a straight line from the letter’s vertex to vertex and not slow down at the

vertices.

• Morphology-Reacher2Reacher (M-R2R): Agent domain is the 2-link Reacher,

while the expert domain is the 3-link Reacher. Otherwise same as D-R2R.

• Morphology-Ant2Ant (M-A2A): Agent domain is the 4-legged Ant, while the

expert domain is the 6-legged Ant. Otherwise same as D-R2R.

• Morphology-Ant2Cheetah (M-A2C): Agent domain is the HalfCheetah, while

the expert domain is the 4-legged Ant. Otherwise same as D-R2R.

4.5.2 Environment details

The various reacher environments used in the tasks are extended from the “Reacher-

v2” OpenAI Gym [18] environment. A k link reacher has a state vector of the form
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Figure 4.4: Goals in reaching experiments. A visualization of the goal locations used
in our reacher experiments. The top four goals constitute the set of proxy tasks and the
bottom four serve as inference goals.

(ω1, . . . , ωk, ω̇1, . . . , ω̇k, xg, yg), where ωi and ω̇i are the joint angle and angular velocity

of the ith joint, and (xg, yg) is the position of the goal. The action vector has the form

(τ1, . . . , τk), where τi is the torque applied to the ith joint. The state map acts only on the

non-goal dimensions. Following [88], proxy goals are placed near the wall of the arena and

the target tasks are reaching for 4 new goals near the corner of the arena. The new goals

are placed as far as possible from the proxy goals within the bounds of the arena. Figure

4.4 depicts the location of the goals.

For the V-R2W task, the proxy tasks are the same as the ones discussed previously,

while the target task is tracing the letter C (shown in Figure 4.6) as fast as possible. The

goal location in the writing task represents the next vertex of the letter to trace. Once the

first vertex is reached, the goal coordinates are updated to be the next vertex coordinates.
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Figure 4.5: Goals in locomotion experiments. A visualization of the tasks used in our
ant and cheetah experiments. The top four constitute the set of proxy tasks and the bottom
four serve as inference tasks.

The reward function is defined as follows:

Rwrite(s) =





100, if state s corresponds to reaching a vertex

−1, otherwise

Thus the agent must perform a sequential reaching task and accomplish it as fast as possible.

The key difference with a normal reaching task is that the reacher must not slow down at

each vertex and plan its path accordingly in order to minimize drastic direction changes.

The two ant environments and the cheetah environment are derived from the

“Ant-v2” and “HalfCheetah-v2” environments respectively. A k-legged Ant has a state vec-

tor of the form (cx, cy, cz, q0, . . . , q3, ω1, . . . , ω2k, ċx, ċy, ċz, q̇1, q̇2, q̇3, ω̇1, . . . , ω̇2k, xg, yg), where

(cx, cy, cz) denotes the torso 3D co-ordinates, (q0, . . . , q3) denotes the torso orientation quar-

ternion, (ċx, ċy, ċz) denotes the torso 3D velocity and (q̇1, q̇2, q̇3) denotes the torso angular

velocity. The rest are the same as the reacher, with 2 hinge joints per leg. The action vector

has the form (τ1, . . . , τ2k), where τi is the torque applied to the ith joint. For the cheetah, the
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Figure 4.6: V-R2W inference task. The sequence of goals needs to be reached as quickly
as possible.

state vector is of the form (rx, ry, rz, ω1, . . . , ω6, ṙx, ṙy, ṙz, ω̇1, . . . , ω̇6, xg, yg) where (rx, ry, rz)

denotes the root 3D co-ordinates and (ṙx, ṙy, ṙz) are the corresponding velocities; rest are

the same as the reacher for the 6 hinge joints (3 for each leg). The action vector has the

form (τ1, . . . , τ6), where τi is the torque applied to the ith joint. For all these environments,

the task is to reach the center of a circle of radius 5m with the agent being initialized on a

2◦ arc of the circle. Different initializations define the different tasks as shown in Fig. 4.5.

4.5.3 Implementation Details

The state maps {ψ, ϕ} are neural networks, with hidden layers of size [128, 64]

(both encoder and decoder), on the Reacher experiments and [512, 256] for the others. The

state space discriminators {Dj
A, D

j
E}Mj=1 and latent space discriminators {qj}Mj=1 comprises

hidden layers of size [128, 128] for the Reacher experiments and [512, 256, 128] for the rest.

All discriminators use spectral normalization [127] and additionally, replace the negative log-

likelihood objective in Ladv by a least-squares loss [121]. This loss has been shown to be more
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stable during training. Temporal position estimators {P jA, P
j
E}Mj=1 consist of hidden layers

of size [200, 128]. Latent space position estimator Vz, for the inference task adaptation,

contains hidden layers of size [64, 64]. The fitted policy πTA and the inverse dynamics

model IA have hidden layers of size [64, 64] and [100, 100] respectively. For CycleGAN,

we use the same architecture as the state map in our framework. For IF, we use hidden

layers with [128, 64] units and leaky ReLU non-linearities to parameterize the encoders

and decoders. We use Adam optimizer with default decay rates and learning rate 1e-4

for training. With regards to the hyperparameters in Eqn. 10, we set them as For our

experiments, λ1 = 2, λ2 = λ3 = λ4 = λ5 = 1. Finally, for CCA, the embedding dimension

is the minimum state dimension between the expert and self domains. We train all our

models on a single Titan XP GPU using PyTorch.

4.5.4 Baselines

We compare our framework to other methods which are able to learn state corre-

spondences from unpaired and unaligned demonstrations without access to expert actions -

Canonical Correlation Analysis [71], Invariant Features [60] and CycleGAN [231]. Canoni-

cal Correlation Analysis (CCA) [71] finds invertible linear transformations to a space where

domain data are maximally correlated when given unpaired, unaligned demonstrations. In-

variant Features (IF) learns state maps via a domain agnostic space from paired and aligned

demonstrations - we use Dynamic Time Warping [133] on the learned latent space to com-

pute the pairings from the unpaired data. CycleGAN learns the state correspondence via

adversarial learning with an additional cycle consistency on state reconstruction. For all the

baselines, we follow a similar procedure towards learning the final policy - the correspon-
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Table 4.2: Cross-domain imitation performance of the policy learned on transferred tra-
jectories for inference tasks. All rewards are normalized by expert performance on the
corresponding tasks.

Method V-R2R V-R2W D-R2R M-R2R M-A2A M-A2C

IF 0.32± 0.10 0.57± 0.20 0.48± 0.30 0.61± 0.23 0.09± 0.08 0.00± 0.00

CCA 0.16± 0.27 0.86± 0.30 0.47± 0.20 0.16± 0.13 0.30± 0.30 0.75± 0.50

CycleGAN 0.17± 0.10 0.72± 0.16 0.13± 0.02 0.12± 0.06 0.22± 0.20 0.80± 0.28

Ours 0.95± 0.03 0.93± 0.01 0.99± 0.02 0.96± 0.07 0.78± 0.08 1.00± 0.00
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Figure 4.7: Trajectory length distributions of the proxy tasks used for M-A2C.

dence is learned through the proxy tasks and then is used to transfer trajectories for policy

training via BCO. Reported results are averaged across 10 runs. Experts on Reacher tasks

are trained using PPO [169], while those for Ant/Cheetah are trained using A3C [129].

4.5.5 Cross-domain Imitation Performance

We compare imitation policies learned by our framework against those learned

using baselines in Table 4.2. As may be observed, the proposed method achieves near-
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Figure 4.8: Adaptation complexity. Performance of learned policy as the number of
cross-domain demonstrations is varied. Our framework consistently performs better than
baselines and achieves results close to Self-demo.

expert performance across all the cross-domain tasks encompassing viewpoint, dynamics,

and morphological mismatch. On the other hand, baselines consistently fail to generalize

across the same tasks. There are two key reasons which can be hypothesized for this poor

performance. Firstly, IF requires time-aligned trajectories, and the alignment when done

by algorithms like DTW, rather than human intervention, may not be good enough given

that our experiments involve diverse starting states, up to 1.5× differences in demonstration

lengths (shown in Figure 4.7), and varying task execution rates. Secondly, baselines that

learn from unpaired data (CCA and CycleGAN), also fail due to the lack of a mechanism

to preserve MDP task characteristics, which is taken care of in our method via temporal

order preservation and domain alignment. Figure 4.10 illustrates the learned state-maps for

some of the cross-domain tasks. The proposed framework translates the expert states in a

manner that preserves task semantics.
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Figure 4.9: Alignment Complexity. Performance of learned policy as the number of
proxy tasks is varied. Notably, even with a reduced number of proxy tasks, our method
outperforms the baselines in most cases.

Varying the number of demonstrations. Given an adequate set of proxy tasks, we

experiment by varying the number of cross-domain demonstrations required for training

the policy on the inference task. To serve as an upper-bound on performance, we imitate

agent domain demonstrations, drawn from an expert, on the inference task and denote this

as the Self-demo baseline. As shown in Figure 4.8, our framework produces transferred

demonstrations of equal effectiveness to the self-demonstrations. This clearly demonstrates

the effectiveness of our framework.

Varying the number of proxy tasks. The number of proxy tasks plays a vital role in

learning the correspondence across the domains. We perform experiments by varying the

number of proxy tasks in the alignment set needed to learn the state map for imitation,

given sufficient cross-domain demonstrations for the inference tasks. The results are shown

in Figure 4.9. In general, more proxy tasks equate to better domain alignment as the
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Figure 4.10: Visualization of the state maps learned by our framework and the baselines on
the M-R2R task. Our framework is able to map the end effector in a manner that preserves
task semantics.

solution space over possible state maps is constrained, and the learned mapping generalizes

better to the inference tasks.

4.5.6 Ablation Study

We perform a set of ablation studies by removing each piece of the framework,

demonstrating the importance of including each component. The results are shown in

Table 4.3. We begin by excluding inference task adaptation. This leads to a small drop

in performance across all tasks, reinforcing the need for adapting on the inference task

to incorporate the new state distribution introduced by the inference task. Notably, even

without adaptation, the performance in almost all the tasks exceeds those of the baselines.
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Table 4.3: Ablation study on each module’s contribution to final policy performance.

Method V-R2R V-R2W D-R2R M-R2R M-A2A M-A2C

Ours 0.95± 0.05 0.93± 0.00 0.99± 0.02 0.96± 0.07 0.78± 0.08 1.00± 0.00

- w/o Inference Adaptation 0.81± 0.11 0.88± 0.03 0.74± 0.22 0.78± 0.11 0.46± 0.12 0.78± 0.23

- w/o LMI 0.60± 0.30 0.92± 0.03 0.76± 0.30 0.67± 0.34 0.28± 0.20 0.80± 0.21

- w/o Temporal Preservation 0.64± 0.31 0.84± 0.00 0.70± 0.32 0.72± 0.32 0.36± 0.50 0.43± 0.50

Removing the mutual information objective leads to a similar drop in performance across all

tasks. Excluding temporal position preservation also reduces performance – demonstrating

the significance of preserving task semantics via global alignment, which cycle consistency

alone fails to ensure.

4.6 Conclusion

We present a novel framework to tackle the xDIO task by learning a state-map

across domains using both local and global alignment. Local alignment is performed via

transition distribution matching and cycle-consistency in both the state and latent space,

while global alignment is enforced via the idea of temporal position preservation. While

previous approaches rely on paired data and expert actions, we provide a general frame-

work that can learn the mapping from unpaired, unaligned demonstrations without expert

actions. We demonstrate the efficacy of our approach on multiple cross-domain tasks en-

compassing dynamics, viewpoint and morphological mismatch. Our future work will con-

centrate on extending our method for learning correspondence using random trajectories,

thus mitigating the need for proxy tasks.
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Chapter 5

Controllable Multi-task Learning

5.1 Introduction

Multi-task learning [22, 160] (MTL) solves multiple tasks using a single model,

with the potential advantages of fast inference and improved generalization by sharing

representations across related tasks. However, in practice, simultaneously optimizing all

tasks is difficult due to task conflicts and limited model capacity [219]. Consequently, a

trade-off between the competing tasks has to be found, necessitating precise balancing of

the different task losses during optimization.

In many applications, the desired trade-off can change over time, requiring a new

model to be retrained from scratch. To overcome this lack of flexibility, recent methods

propose dynamic networks for multi-task learning [135, 104]. These frameworks enable a

single multi-task model to learn the entire trade-off curve and allow users to control the

desired trade-off during inference via task preferences denoting the relative task importance.

These conventional dynamic approaches for MTL assume a fixed model architecture, with
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Figure 5.1: Problem setup. Our goal is to enable users to control resource allocation
dynamically among multiple tasks at inference time. Conventional dynamic networks for
MTL (PHN [135]) achieve this in terms of weight changes within a fixed model (color
gradients indicate the proportion of weights allocated for each task). In contrast, we perform
resource allocation in terms of both architecture and weights. This enables us to control
total compute cost in addition to task preference. The dashed circle represents the maximum
compute budget, while the filled circle represents the desired budget. The portion of colors
represents the user-defined task importance.

all but the last prediction layers shared, and control trade-offs by changing the weights of

this model. While such hard-parameter sharing is helpful in saving resources, the perfor-

mance is inevitably lower than single-task baselines when task conflicts exist due to the

over-sharing of parameters between tasks [160]. Furthermore, the fixed architecture suffers

from a lack of flexibility, leading to a constant compute cost irrespective of the given task

preference or compute budget changes. In many applications where the budget can change

over time, these approaches may fail to take advantage of the increased resources in order
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to improve performance or accordingly lower the compute cost in order to satisfy stricter

budget requirements.

To address the aforementioned issue and strike a balance between flexibility and

performance, we propose a more expressive tree-structured [57] dynamic multi-task net-

work which can adapt its architecture in addition to its weights at test-time, as illustrated

in Figure 5.1. Specifically, we design a controller using two hypernetworks [61] that pre-

dict architectures and weights, respectively, given a user preference that specifies test-time

trade-offs of relative task importance and resource availability. This increases flexibility by

changing branching locations to re-allocate resources over tasks to match user-preferred task

importance and enhance or compromise task accuracy given computation budget require-

ments at any given moment. However, this comes at the cost of an increase in complexity:

1) generalizing architecture prediction to unseen preferences, and 2) performing dynamic

weight changes on potentially thousands of different models.

To tackle these challenges, we develop a two-stage training scheme that starts

from an N -stream network, termed the anchor net, which is initialized using weights from

N pre-trained single-task models. This guides the architecture search as a prior that is

preference-agnostic yet captures inter-task relations. In the first stage, we exploit inter-

task relations derived from the anchor net to train the first hypernetwork that predicts

connections between the different streams. We introduce a branching regularized loss that

encourages more resource allocation for dominant tasks while reducing the network cost

from the less preferred ones. The predicted architectures contain edges that have not been

observed during the anchor net initialization. These are denoted as cross-task edges since
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they connect nodes that belong to different streams. In the second stage, to improve the

performance of the predicted architectures with cross-task edges, we train a secondary hy-

pernetwork for cross-task adaptation via modulation of the normalization parameters. Our

framework is evaluated on three MTL datasets (PASCAL-Context, NYU-v2, and CIFAR-

100) in terms of task performance, computational cost, and controllability (for both task

importance and computational cost). Achieving performance comparable to state-of-the-art

MTL architecture search methods under uniform task preference, our controller can further

approximate efficient architectures for non-uniform preferences with provisions for reducing

network size depending on computational constraints.

Main contributions. To summarize, our primary contributions are as follows:

• A controllable multi-task framework which allows users to assign task preference

and the trade-off between task performance and network capacity via architectural

changes.

• A controller, composed of two hypernetworks, to provide dynamic network structure

and adapted network weights.

• A new joint learning objective including task-related losses and network complexity

regularization to achieve the user-defined trade-offs.

• Experiments on several MTL benchmarks (PASCAL-Context [131], NYU-v2 [173],

CIFAR-100 [93]) demonstrate the efficacy of our framework.
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5.2 Related Work

Multi-Task Learning. Multi-task learning seeks to learn a single model to simultane-

ously solve a variety of learning tasks by sharing information among the tasks [22]. In the

context of deep learning, current works focus mostly on designing novel network architec-

tures and constructing efficient shared representation among tasks [160, 223]. Typically,

these works can be grouped into two classes - hard-parameter sharing and soft-parameter

sharing. In the soft sharing setting [125, 52, 161], each task has its own set of backbone

parameters with some sort of regularization mechanisms to enforce the distance between

weights of the model to be close. In contrast, the hard sharing setting entails all the

tasks sharing the same set of backbone parameters, with branches towards the outputs

[116, 90, 85]. More recent works have attempted to learn the optimal architectures via dif-

ferentiable architecture search [57, 19, 179]. The overwhelming majority of these approaches

are trained using a simple weighted sum of the individual task losses, where a proper set

of weights is commonly selected using grid search or using techniques such as gradient bal-

ancing [30]. Other approaches [171, 105, 119] attempt to model multi-task learning as a

multi-objective optimization problem and find Pareto stationary solutions among different

tasks. Recently, optimization methods have also been proposed to manipulate gradients

in order to avoid conflicts across tasks [31, 216]. None of these methods are suitable for

dynamically modeling performance trade-offs, which is the focus of our work.

Hypernetworks. A hypernetwork is used to learn context-dependent parameters for a

dynamic network [61, 168], thus, obtaining multiple customizable models using a single
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network. Such hypernetworks have been successfully applied in different scenarios, e.g.,

recurrent networks [61], 3D point cloud prediction [107], video frame prediction [78], neural

architecture search [17] and reinforcement learning [150, 166]. Recent works [135, 104]

propose using hypernetworks to model the Pareto front of competing multi-task objectives.

Our approach is closely related to these works, however, these methods focus on generating

weights for a fixed, handcrafted architecture, while we use hypernetworks to model the

trade-offs in multi-task learning by varying the architecture. This allows us to take dynamic

resource allocation into account, an aspect largely ignored in previous works.

Dynamic Networks. Dynamic neural networks, as opposed to usual static models, can

adapt their structures during inference, leading to notable improvements in performance

and computational efficiency [63]. Previous works focus on adjusting the network depth

[195, 16, 201, 73], width [218, 97], or performing dynamic routing within a fixed supernet

that includes multiple possible paths [110, 101, 138]. Dynamic depth is realized by either

early exiting, i.e., allowing “easy” samples to be processed at shallow layers without exe-

cuting the deeper layers [16, 73], or layer skipping, i.e., selectively skipping intermediate

network layers conditioned on each sample [195, 201]. Dynamic width is an alternative to

the dynamic depth where instead of layers, filters are selectively pruned conditioned on the

input [218, 97]. Dynamic routing can be implemented by learning controllers to selectively

execute one of the multiple candidate modules at each layer [110, 138]. Due to the non-

differentiable nature of the discrete choices, reinforcement learning is employed to learn

these controllers. In [101], the routing modules utilize a differentiable activation function

that conditionally outputs zero values, facilitating the end-to-end training of routing de-
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cisions. Recent works have also proposed learning dynamic weights for modeling different

hyperparameter configurations [38] and domain adaptation [198]. In contrast to most of

the existing works which intrinsically adapt network structures as a function of input, our

method enables explicit control of the total computational cost as well as the task trade-offs.

Weight Sharing Neural Architecture Search. Weight sharing has evolved as a power-

ful tool to amortize computational cost across models for neural architecture search (NAS).

These methods integrate the whole search space of architectures into a weight-sharing su-

pernet and optimize network architectures by pursuing the best-performing sub-networks.

Joint optimization methods [109, 203, 20] optimize the weights of the supernet and a dif-

ferentiable routing policy simultaneously. In contrast, one-shot methods [14, 17, 5, 59]

disentangle the training into two steps: first, the weights of the supernet are trained, after

which the agent is trained with the fixed supernet. We utilize such a weight-sharing strategy

in our framework for dynamic resource allocation.

5.3 Controllable Dynamic Multi-Task Architectures

Given a set of N tasks T = {T1, T2, . . . , TN}, conventional multi-task learning

seeks to minimize a weighted sum of task-specific losses: Ltask(r) =
∑

i riLi, where each

Li represents the loss associated with task Ti, and r denotes a task preference vector. This

vector signifies the desired performance trade-off across the different tasks, with larger values

of ri denoting higher importance to task Ti. Here r ∈ SN , where SN = {r ∈ RN |∑i ri =

1, ri ≥ 0} represents the N -dimensional simplex [160]. We seek to approximate the trade-

off curve defined by different values of r using tree-structured sub-networks [57] within a
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<latexit sha1_base64="J+e4Wz9VBRVfE/l5RbpWSKDdCxc=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqMtugkVwVZJS1GXRjcsKthWaEG4mk2bo5MHMRCghCzf+ihsXirj1I9z5N07aLLT1wDCHc+7l3nu8lFEhTfNbq62tb2xu1bcbO7t7+wf64dFQJBnHZIATlvB7DwRhNCYDSSUj9yknEHmMjLzpdemPHggXNInv5CwlTgSTmAYUg1SSqzdtL2G+mEXqy+0QZG4DS0MoCrfj6i2zbc5hrBKrIi1Uoe/qX7af4CwiscQMhBhbZiqdHLikmJGiYWeCpICnMCFjRWOIiHDy+RGFcaoU3wgSrl4sjbn6uyOHSJR7qsoIZCiWvVL8zxtnMrh0chqnmSQxXgwKMmbIxCgTMXzKCZZspghgTtWuBg6BA5Yqt4YKwVo+eZUMO23rvN297bZ6V1UcddREJ+gMWegC9dAN6qMBwugRPaNX9KY9aS/au/axKK1pVc8x+gPt8wfDw5jR</latexit>

↵̂2

Use case 1
<latexit sha1_base64="TUwc5JUXLkRW1tXLWckO+skY4rs=">AAAB7nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXsqulOqx6MVjBfsB7VKyabYbms2GJCuUpT/CiwdFvPp7vPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMCyRn2rjut1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnHZ2kitA2SXiiegHWlDNB24YZTntSURwHnHaDyd3c7z5RpVkiHs1UUj/GY8FCRrCxUjeqDmTELofliltzF0DrxMtJBXK0huWvwSghaUyFIRxr3fdcafwMK8MIp7PSINVUYjLBY9q3VOCYaj9bnDtDF1YZoTBRtoRBC/X3RIZjradxYDtjbCK96s3F/7x+asIbP2NCpoYKslwUphyZBM1/RyOmKDF8agkmitlbEYmwwsTYhEo2BG/15XXSuap5jVr9oV5p3uZxFOEMzqEKHlxDE+6hBW0gMIFneIU3RzovzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDooKPHw==</latexit>

h(�)

<latexit sha1_base64="PA/iO9iacJEmHLfybY4K81tMQFw=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dDBahbkoiRV0W3bisYB/QhDKZTpqhkwczE6XEfoobF4q49Uvc+TdO0yy09cDlHs65l7lzvIQzqSzr2yitrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sHZvWwK+NUENohMY9F38OSchbRjmKK034iKA49Tnve5Gbu9x6okCyO7tU0oW6IxxHzGcFKS0Oz6nhYoKCeNycJ2NnQrFkNKwdaJXZBalCgPTS/nFFM0pBGinAs5cC2EuVmWChGOJ1VnFTSBJMJHtOBphEOqXSz/PQZOtXKCPmx0BUplKu/NzIcSjkNPT0ZYhXIZW8u/ucNUuVfuRmLklTRiCwe8lOOVIzmOaARE5QoPtUEE8H0rYgEWGCidFoVHYK9/OVV0j1v2BeN5l2z1rou4ijDMZxAHWy4hBbcQhs6QOARnuEV3own48V4Nz4WoyWj2DmCPzA+fwDURZMW</latexit>

h̄(�̄)<latexit sha1_base64="Jv7CEMs4qXCDLpManfE+dY3CQwk=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiRS1GXRjcsK9gFtCJPJpB06mYSZSaGE/okbF4q49U/c+TdO2iy09cAwh3PuZc6cIOVMacf5tiobm1vbO9Xd2t7+weGRfXzSVUkmCe2QhCeyH2BFORO0o5nmtJ9KiuOA014wuS/83pRKxRLxpGcp9WI8EixiBGsj+bY9DBIeqllsrlzOfde3607DWQCtE7ckdSjR9u2vYZiQLKZCE46VGrhOqr0cS80Ip/PaMFM0xWSCR3RgqMAxVV6+SD5HF0YJUZRIc4RGC/X3Ro5jVYQzkzHWY7XqFeJ/3iDT0a2XM5FmmgqyfCjKONIJKmpAIZOUaD4zBBPJTFZExlhiok1ZNVOCu/rlddK9arjXjeZjs966K+uowhmcwyW4cAMteIA2dIDAFJ7hFd6s3Hqx3q2P5WjFKndO4Q+szx/1lpPh</latexit>r1
<latexit sha1_base64="Kz4tDovN/gIOBKwQzOMZsJH3pbE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz0wPpev1xxq+4cZJV4OalAjka//NUbxCyNUBomqNZdz02Mn1FlOBM4LfVSjQllYzrErqWSRqj9bH7qlJxZZUDCWNmShszV3xMZjbSeRIHtjKgZ6WVvJv7ndVMTXvsZl0lqULLFojAVxMRk9jcZcIXMiIkllClubyVsRBVlxqZTsiF4yy+vktZF1bus1u5rlfpNHkcRTuAUzsGDK6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwDukY2U</latexit>c1

<latexit sha1_base64="6KeXcoay8Z21X1i+yCDCdl+H99o=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqMtugkVwVRIp6rLoxmUF+4AmhJvJpBk6eTAzEUrIwo2/4saFIm79CHf+jZM2C209MMzhnHu59x4vZVRI0/zWamvrG5tb9e3Gzu7e/oF+eDQQScYx6eOEJXzkgSCMxqQvqWRklHICkcfI0JvelP7wgXBBk/hezlLiRDCJaUAxSCW5etP2EuaLWaS+3A5B5jawNISicC1Xb5ltcw5jlVgVaaEKPVf/sv0EZxGJJWYgxNgyU+nkwCXFjBQNOxMkBTyFCRkrGkNEhJPPjyiMU6X4RpBw9WJpzNXfHTlEotxTVUYgQ7HsleJ/3jiTwZWT0zjNJInxYlCQMUMmRpmI4VNOsGQzRQBzqnY1cAgcsFS5NVQI1vLJq2Rw3rYu2p27Tqt7XcVRR010gs6QhS5RF92iHuojjB7RM3pFb9qT9qK9ax+L0ppW9RyjP9A+fwDCP5jQ</latexit>

↵̂1
<latexit sha1_base64="6tzJeELpzXNCD3srzL9xICxVe30=">AAACH3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWAQXUhIp1WXRjcsK9gFNCDfTaTt0JgkzN0IJ/RM3/oobF4qIu/6N08dCWw8MczjnXu69J0oF1+i6E2ttfWNza7uwU9zd2z84tI+OmzrJFGUNmohEtSPQTPCYNZCjYO1UMZCRYK1oeDf1W09MaZ7EjzhKWSChH/Mep4BGCu2qHyWiq0fSfLk/AMz9iCGMx6F3uWr1QcqZF9olt+zO4KwSb0FKZIF6aH/73YRmksVIBWjd8dwUgxwUcirYuOhnmqVAh9BnHUNjkEwH+ey+sXNulK7TS5R5MToz9XdHDlJP9zSVEnCgl72p+J/XybB3E+Q8TjNkMZ0P6mXCwcSZhuV0uWIUxcgQoIqbXR06AAUUTaRFE4K3fPIqaV6VvWq58lAp1W4XcRTIKTkjF8Qj16RG7kmdNAglz+SVvJMP68V6sz6tr3npmrXoOSF/YE1+AMcepKs=</latexit>

�̂1, �̂1

<latexit sha1_base64="TUwc5JUXLkRW1tXLWckO+skY4rs=">AAAB7nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXsqulOqx6MVjBfsB7VKyabYbms2GJCuUpT/CiwdFvPp7vPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMCyRn2rjut1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnHZ2kitA2SXiiegHWlDNB24YZTntSURwHnHaDyd3c7z5RpVkiHs1UUj/GY8FCRrCxUjeqDmTELofliltzF0DrxMtJBXK0huWvwSghaUyFIRxr3fdcafwMK8MIp7PSINVUYjLBY9q3VOCYaj9bnDtDF1YZoTBRtoRBC/X3RIZjradxYDtjbCK96s3F/7x+asIbP2NCpoYKslwUphyZBM1/RyOmKDF8agkmitlbEYmwwsTYhEo2BG/15XXSuap5jVr9oV5p3uZxFOEMzqEKHlxDE+6hBW0gMIFneIU3RzovzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDooKPHw==</latexit>

h(�)

<latexit sha1_base64="PA/iO9iacJEmHLfybY4K81tMQFw=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dDBahbkoiRV0W3bisYB/QhDKZTpqhkwczE6XEfoobF4q49Uvc+TdO0yy09cDlHs65l7lzvIQzqSzr2yitrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sHZvWwK+NUENohMY9F38OSchbRjmKK034iKA49Tnve5Gbu9x6okCyO7tU0oW6IxxHzGcFKS0Oz6nhYoKCeNycJ2NnQrFkNKwdaJXZBalCgPTS/nFFM0pBGinAs5cC2EuVmWChGOJ1VnFTSBJMJHtOBphEOqXSz/PQZOtXKCPmx0BUplKu/NzIcSjkNPT0ZYhXIZW8u/ucNUuVfuRmLklTRiCwe8lOOVIzmOaARE5QoPtUEE8H0rYgEWGCidFoVHYK9/OVV0j1v2BeN5l2z1rou4ijDMZxAHWy4hBbcQhs6QOARnuEV3own48V4Nz4WoyWj2DmCPzA+fwDURZMW</latexit>

h̄(�̄)

<latexit sha1_base64="nROIzrZ3ZbXvAmvV3K3wGwNebNo=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIqMuiG5cV7APasWQymTY0kwxJRilD/8ONC0Xc+i/u/Bsz7Sy09UDI4Zx7yckJEs60cd1vp7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O5V9w/aWqaK0BaRXKpugDXlTNCWYYbTbqIojgNOO8H4Jvc7j1RpJsW9mSTUj/FQsIgRbKz00A8kD/UktlempoNqza27M6Bl4hWkBgWag+pXP5QkjakwhGOte56bGD/DyjDC6bTSTzVNMBnjIe1ZKnBMtZ/NUk/RiVVCFElljzBopv7eyHCs82h2MsZmpBe9XPzP66UmuvIzJpLUUEHmD0UpR0aivAIUMkWJ4RNLMFHMZkVkhBUmxhZVsSV4i19eJu2zundRP787rzWuizrKcATHcAoeXEIDbqEJLSCg4Ble4c15cl6cd+djPlpyip1D+APn8wdNHJMM</latexit>r
<latexit sha1_base64="89J+JuC5FxMnvUsR7pwslvrJLdI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlJuuXK27VnYOsEi8nFcjR6Je/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSvqh6l9Vas1ap3+RxFOEETuEcPLiCOtxBA1rAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHyVOM8A==</latexit>c

Batch-norm weights

Network structure

Task preference
Resource preference

<latexit sha1_base64="nROIzrZ3ZbXvAmvV3K3wGwNebNo=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIqMuiG5cV7APasWQymTY0kwxJRilD/8ONC0Xc+i/u/Bsz7Sy09UDI4Zx7yckJEs60cd1vp7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O5V9w/aWqaK0BaRXKpugDXlTNCWYYbTbqIojgNOO8H4Jvc7j1RpJsW9mSTUj/FQsIgRbKz00A8kD/UktlempoNqza27M6Bl4hWkBgWag+pXP5QkjakwhGOte56bGD/DyjDC6bTSTzVNMBnjIe1ZKnBMtZ/NUk/RiVVCFElljzBopv7eyHCs82h2MsZmpBe9XPzP66UmuvIzJpLUUEHmD0UpR0aivAIUMkWJ4RNLMFHMZkVkhBUmxhZVsSV4i19eJu2zundRP787rzWuizrKcATHcAoeXEIDbqEJLSCg4Ble4c15cl6cd+djPlpyip1D+APn8wdNHJMM</latexit>r
<latexit sha1_base64="89J+JuC5FxMnvUsR7pwslvrJLdI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOlJuuXK27VnYOsEi8nFcjR6Je/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSvqh6l9Vas1ap3+RxFOEETuEcPLiCOtxBA1rAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHyVOM8A==</latexit>c

Task loss

Branching regularization
(Eq. 6)<latexit sha1_base64="bKwNiC4DHcMSQHZ2Bs/6mNqc+KU=">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</latexit>

r ⇠ Dir(⌘)

c ⇠ Unif(0, 1)

<latexit sha1_base64="yjzw6Q8uKJ9Mp1mnW/aT+6SHB8o=">AAACG3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSJUKGWmFHVZdOPOCvYBnVLupJlOaOZBkhHKMP/hxl9x40IRV4IL/8a0nUVtPRByOOde7r3HiTiTyjR/jNza+sbmVn67sLO7t39QPDxqyzAWhLZIyEPRdUBSzgLaUkxx2o0EBd/htOOMb6Z+55EKycLgQU0i2vdhFDCXEVBaGhRr9p1PR1C2nZAP5cTXXyLSCqnYHqhkUbWBRx6k6fmgWDKr5gx4lVgZKaEMzUHxyx6GJPZpoAgHKXuWGal+AkIxwmlasGNJIyBjGNGepgH4VPaT2W0pPtPKELuh0C9QeKYudiTgy+mGutIH5cllbyr+5/Vi5V71ExZEsaIBmQ9yY45ViKdB4SETlCg+0QSIYHpXTDwQQJSOs6BDsJZPXiXtWtW6qNbv66XGdRZHHp2gU1RGFrpEDXSLmqiFCHpCL+gNvRvPxqvxYXzOS3NG1nOM/sD4/gWo/6J0</latexit>

⌦(r, c, ↵̂)

<latexit sha1_base64="9rve+kHtF2nuu2jGsKdX97j9g5s=">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</latexit>

Ltask(r) =
X

i

riLi
<latexit sha1_base64="oUrZfFHrjoHN2+J2AmPoqEYCTvQ=">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</latexit>

�̂, �̂

<latexit sha1_base64="ddV0gkQr1t2fjXmPQKTNGE+DwJ0=">AAACAnicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUVfiJlgEVyUjtba7ohuXFewDOqXcyaRtaOZBkhHKUNz4K25cKOLWr3Dn35hpK6jogZDDOfdy7z1eLLjShHxYuaXlldW1/HphY3Nre8fe3WupKJGUNWkkItnxQDHBQ9bUXAvWiSWDwBOs7Y0vM799y6TiUXijJzHrBTAM+YBT0Ebq2weuFwlfTQLzpe4IdOqCiEcwnfbtIimdEadWqWBSIsQpVx1DarWqEbFjlAxFtECjb7+7fkSTgIWaClCq65BY91KQmlPBpgU3USwGOoYh6xoaQsBUL52dMMXHRvHxIJLmhRrP1O8dKQQq29JUBqBH6reXiX953UQPqr2Uh3GiWUjngwaJwDrCWR7Y55JRLSaGAJXc7IrpCCRQbVIrmBC+LsX/k9ZpyamUytflYv1iEUceHaIjdIIcdI7q6Ao1UBNRdIce0BN6tu6tR+vFep2X5qxFzz76AevtE/GqmHU=</latexit>

↵̂

Figure 5.2: Overview of framework. We initialize our framework using an anchor net
which consists of single-task networks. During training, we first train the edge hypernet h(ϕ)
using sampled preferences (r, c) to optimize the task loss and a branching regularizer, for
preference-aware branching. Next, we optimize the weight hypernet h̄(ϕ̄) in a similar fashion
by minimizing only the task loss. At inference, the hypernets jointly predict architecture
and weights according to user preferences.

single multi-task model, given a total computational budget defined by a resource preference

variable c ∈ [0, 1], where larger c denotes more frugal resource usage. This is formulated as a

minimization of the expected value of the task loss over the user preference distribution, with

regularization Ω to control resource usage, i.e., E(r,c)∼P(r,c)
Ltask(r) + Ω(r, c). Optimizing

this directly is equivalent to solving NAS [109] for every possible (r, c) simultaneously.

Thus, instead of solving directly, we cast it as a search to find tree sub-structures and the

corresponding modulation of features for every (r, c), within an N -stream anchor network

with fixed weights.

Our framework consists of two hypernets (h and h̄) [61] and an anchor net F,

as shown in Figure 5.2. At test-time, given an input preference, we utilize the network

connections and adapted weights predicted by the hypernets to modulate F, to obtain the

final model. We propose a two-stage training scheme to train the framework. First, we

initialize a preference agnostic anchor net, which provides the anchor weights at test time

89



(Section 5.3.1). Based on this anchor net, the tree-structured architecture search space is

then defined (Section 5.3.2). Next, we train the edge hypernet using prior task relations

obtained from the anchor net by optimizing a novel branching regularized loss function

derived by inducing a dichotomy over the tasks (Section 5.3.3). Finally, we train a weight

hypernet, keeping the anchor net and edge hypernet fixed, to modulate the anchor net

weights (Section 5.3.3).

5.3.1 Anchor Network

We introduce an anchor net F as an alternative approach to model weight gener-

ation in dynamic networks for MTL [135, 104]. Previous methods adopt chunking [61] to

mitigate the large computation and memory required for generating entire network weights

at the expense of limiting the hypernet capacity. The anchor net, consisting of N -stream

backbones trained for N individual tasks (Figure 3.2), overcomes this bottleneck by pro-

viding the weights in the tree structures predicted by the edge hypernet. Our choice of the

anchor net is motivated by the need for initialization that reflects inter-task relations and

is based on observations from [193], where branching in tree-structured MTL networks is

shown to be contingent on how similar task features are at any layer. It can also be inter-

preted as a supernet used in one-shot NAS approaches [14], which is capable of emulating

any architecture in the search space. Subsequently, the base weights of the anchor net are

further modulated via the weight hypernet to address the cross-task connections unseen in

the anchor net (Section 5.3.3).
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Figure 5.3: Branching block. Illustration of the parent sampling operation in Section
5.3.2. Nodes in layer l are sampled in accordance to a categorical distribution defined by

αlj

(∑
i α

l
j(i) = 1

)
for each node (l + 1, j) in layer l + 1.

5.3.2 Architecture Search Space

We utilize a tree-structured network topology which has been shown to be highly

effective for multi-task learning in [57]. It shares common low-level features over tasks while

extracting task-specific ones in the higher layers, enabling control of the trade-off between

tasks by changing branching locations conditioned on the desired preference (r, c). The

search space is represented as a directed acyclic graph (DAG), where vertices in the graph

represent different operations and edges denote the data flow through the network. Figure

5.3 shows a block of such a graph, containing N parent and child nodes. In this work, we

realize a tree-structure by stacking such blocks sequentially and allowing a child node to

sample a path from the candidate paths between itself and all its parent nodes. Concretely,
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we formulate the stochastic branching operation at layer l as

xl+1
j = dj · Y l, dj ∼ pαl

j
, (5.1)

where xl+1
j denotes the input to the j-th node in layer l+1, dj is a one-hot vector indicating

the parent node sampled from the categorical distribution parameterized by αlj and, Y l =

[yl1, . . . , y
l
N ] concatenates outputs from all parent nodes at layer l. Note that selecting a

parent from every node determines a unique tree structure. This suggests learning α =

{αlj}0≤j≤N,0≤l<L, conditioned on a preference (r, c), in a manner which satisfies the desired

task trade-offs. Here, L denotes the total number of layers.

5.3.3 Preference Conditioned Hypernetworks

We use two hypernets [61] to construct our controller for architectural changes.

The edge hypernet h, parameterized by ϕ, predicts the branching parameters α̂ = h(r, c;ϕ)

within the anchor net. Subsequently, the weight hypernet h̄, parameterized by ϕ̄, predicts

the normalization parameters {β̂, γ̂} = h̄(r, c; ϕ̄) to adapt the predicted network.

Optimizing the task loss Ltask only takes into account the individual task perfor-

mances without considering computational cost. Consequently, we introduce a branching

regularizer Ω(r, c, α̂) to encourage node sharing (or branching) based on the preference.

This regularizer contains two terms, the active loss, which encourages limited sharing of

features among the high preference tasks, and the inactive loss, which aims to reduce re-

source utilization for the less important ones. In particular, the active loss is additionally

weighted by the cost preference c to enable the control of total computational cost. For-

mally, our objective is formulated as to find the controller (ϕ and ϕ̄) that minimizes the
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expectation of the branching regularized task loss over the distribution of user preferences

P(r,c):

min
ϕ,ϕ̄

E(r,c)∼P(r,c)

[
Ltask(r, α̂, β̂, γ̂) + Ω(r, c, α̂)

]
, (5.2)

We disentangle the training of the hypernetworks for stability – the edge hypernet

is trained first, followed by the weight hypernet. At test time, when a preference (r, c)

is presented to the controller, the maximum likelihood architecture corresponding to the

supplied preference is first sampled from the branching distribution parameterized by the

predictions of h. The weights of this tree-structure are then inherited from the anchor net,

supplemented via adapted normalization parameters predicted by h̄.

Regularizing the Edge Hypernet

We illustrate the idea of branching regularization in Figure 5.4: tasks with higher

preferences should have a greater influence on the branching structure while tasks with

smaller preferences may be de-emphasized by encouraging them to follow existing branch-

ing choices. Specifically, we define two losses, active and inactive losses, based on the task

division into two groups, active tasks A = {Ti | ri ≥ τ, ∀i ∈ [N ]}, and inactive tasks

I = {Ti | ri < τ, ∀i ∈ [N ]} with some threshold τ . Although individual tasks are already

weighted by r in task loss Ltask, this explicit emphasizing of certain tasks over others was

found to be crucial to induce better controllability, as shown in Section 5.4.7.

Active loss. The active loss Lactive encourages nodes in the anchor net, corresponding to

the active tasks, to be shared in order to avoid the whole network being split up by tasks
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with little knowledge shared among them. Specifically, we encourage any pair of nodes that

are likely to be sampled in the final architecture (P ) and are from two similar tasks (A) to

take the same parent node. Formally, we define Lactive as,

Lactive =

L∑

l=1

∑

i,j∈A
i ̸=j

L− l

L
·A(i, j) · P (l, i, j) · ∥νli − νlj∥2, (5.3)

where P (l, i, j) = Puse(l, i) · Puse(l, j). Puse(l, i) = 1−∏k{1− Puse(l+ 1, k) · νlk(i)} denotes

the probability that the nodes i in layer l are used in the sampled tree structure. A(i, j)

captures the task affinity between tasks Ti and Tj , where we adopt Representational Simi-

larity Analysis (RSA) [40] to compute the affinity. The factor L−l
L encourages more sharing

of nodes that contain low-level features.

We use the Gumbel-Softmax reparameterization trick [77] to obtain the samples

νli from the predicted logits α̂,

νli(k) =
exp

(
(logαli(k) +Gli(k))/ζ

)
∑N

m=1 exp
(
(logαli(m) +Gli(m))/ζ

) . (5.4)

Here, Gli = − log(− logU li ) is a standard Gumbel distribution with U li sampled i.i.d. from

the uniform distribution Unif(0, 1), and ζ denotes the temperature of the softmax.

Inactive loss. The inactive tasks should have minimal effect in terms of branching. In-

active loss, Linactive, encourages these tasks to mimic the most closely related branching

pattern,

Linactive =
L∑

l=1

∑

j∈I
min
i∈A

∥νli − νlj∥2. (5.5)

This ensures that the network branching is controlled by the active tasks, with the inactive

tasks sharing nodes with the active tasks.
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Figure 5.4: Branching loss. Illustration of the branching regularization, consisting of ac-
tive and inactive losses. The active loss encourages limited sharing between high-importance
tasks, while the inactive loss tries to limit branching for less preferred tasks as much as
possible.

Thus, the branching regularizer is defined as follows,

Ω(r, c, α̂) = c · λALactive + λILinactive, (5.6)

where λA, λI are hyperparameters to determine the weighting of the losses. Typically, we

set λA = 1 and λI = 0.1. Here, the active loss is additionally weighted by the resource

preference c, so that larger c encourages more feature sharing to reduce total computational

cost.

Cross-task Adaptation

The architecture sampled by the edge hypernet h contains edges that have not been

observed during the anchor net training. These are denoted as cross-task edges since they

connect nodes that belong to different streams in F. Consequently, the performance of the

sampled network is sub-optimal. To rectify this issue, we propose to modulate the weights of
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the anchor net to adaptively update the unseen edges using an additional weight hypernet h̄.

Inspired from the prior works [198, 118] that estimate normalization statistics and optimize

channel-wise affine transformations, we modulate only the normalization parameters using

a hypernetwork. Concretely, we modulate the original batch normalization operation at

layer l, BNli(x
l
i) = γli

xli−µli
σl
i

+ βli, to BNli(x
l
i) = (γli +∆γl

i)
xli−µli
σl
i

+ (βli +∆βl
i) by predicting

the perturbations to the parameters: {∆βli,∆γli}0≤i≤N,0≤l<L = h̄(r, c; θ), where γli and β
l
i

are the original affine parameters, and µli and σli denote the batch statistics of the node

input xli. This modulation primarily affects the preferences with two or more dominant

tasks, where cross-task connections occur.

5.4 Experiments

In this section, we demonstrate the ability of our framework to dynamically search

for efficient architectures for multi-task learning. We show that our framework achieves

flexibility between two extremes of the accuracy-efficiency trade-off, allowing better control

within a single model. Extensive experiments indicate that the predicted network structures

match well with the input preferences, in terms of both resource usage and task performance.

5.4.1 Evaluation Criteria

Uniformity. To measure controllability with respect to task preferences, we utilize uni-

formity [119] which quantifies how well the vector of task losses L = [L1, . . . ,LN ] is aligned

with the given preference. Specifically, for the loss vector L corresponding to the archi-

tecture for task preference r, uniformity is defined as µr = 1 − DKL(L̂ ∥ 1/N), where
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Figure 5.5: This figure illustrates hypervolume calculation in 2-D. The shaded area repre-
sents the hypervolume obtained by the point set comprising the red points, with respect to
the reference green point p.

L̂(j) =
rjLj∑
i riLi

. This arises from the fact that, ideally, rj ∝ 1/Lj , which in turn implies

r1L1 = r2L2 · · · = rNLN .

Hypervolume. Using the trained controller, we are able to approximate the trade-off

curve among the different tasks in the loss space. To evaluate the quality of this curve

we utilize hypervolume (HV) [233] – a popular metric in the multi-objective optimization

literature to compare different sets of solutions approximating the Pareto front [47]. It

measures the volume in the loss space of points dominated by a solution in the evaluated set.

Since this volume is unbounded, hypervolume measures the volume in a rectangle defined

by the solutions and a selected reference point. Specifically, given a point set S ⊂ RN and

a reference point p ∈ RN in the loss space, the hypervolume of the set S is defined as the

size of the region dominated by S and bounded above by p,

HV(S) = λ
(
{a ∈ RN |∃b ∈ S : b ⪯ a and b ⪯ p}

)
, (5.7)

where λ is the Lebesgue measure. Figure 5.5 shows an example in two dimensions.
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Computational Resource. We measure the computational cost using the memory of

the activated nodes in the anchor net and the GFLOPs, which approximates the time spent

in the forward pass. We also report the computational cost of the hypernets to take into

account their overheads.

5.4.2 Datasets

We evaluate the performance of our approach using three multi-task datasets,

namely PASCAL-Context [131] andNYU-v2 [173], andCIFAR-100 [93]. The PASCAL-

Context dataset is used for joint semantic segmentation, human parts segmentation, and

saliency estimation, as well as these three tasks together with surface normal estimation,

and edge detection as in [19]. The NYU-v2 dataset comprises images of indoor scenes, fully

labeled for semantic segmentation, depth estimation, and surface normal estimation. For

CIFAR-100, we split the dataset into 20 five-way classification tasks [158].

5.4.3 Baselines

We compare our framework with both static and dynamic networks. Static net-

works include Single-task networks, where we train each task separately using a task-

specific backbone, and Multi-task networks, in which all tasks share the backbone but

have separate task-specific heads at the end. These multi-task networks are trained sep-

arately for different preferences and thus, training time scales linearly with the number

of preferences. We use this to contrast the training time of our framework. The single-

task networks demonstrate the anchor net performance. We also compare our architectures

with two multi-task NAS methods, LTB [101] and BMTAS [19], which use the same tree-
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structured search space to perform NAS, but are static. The dynamic networks include

Pareto Hypernetworks (PHN) [135], which predicts only the weights of a shared backbone

network conditioned on a task preference vector using hypernetworks, and PHN-BN, a

variation of PHN which predicts only the normalization parameters similar to our weight

hypernet.

5.4.4 Implementation Details

Hypernet architecture. The edge hypernet is constructed using an MLP with two hid-

den layers (dimension 100) and L linear heads, (dimension N ×N) which output the flat-

tened branching distribution parameters at each layer. For the weight hypernet, we use

a similar MLP with three hidden layers (dimension 100) and generate the normalization

parameters using linear heads. In both cases we use learnable embeddings for each task (ei)

and the cost (ec). Given the user preference (r, c), the preference embedding is calculated

as p =
∑

i riei + cec. This embedding p is then used as input the MLP. The preference di-

mension is set to 32 in all experiments. PHN-BN and PHN [135] use a similar architecture

to the weight hypernet, with PHN employing an additional chunking [61] embedding for

scalability.

Task loss scaling. Due to the different scales of the various task losses, we first weight

the loss terms with a factor wi before applying linear scalarization with respect to r. This

ensures that the relative task importance is not skewed by the different loss scales. Thus,

Ltask(r) =
∑

i riwiLi.
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Anchor net architecture. The anchor net comprises N single-task networks, with each

stream corresponding to a particular task. For experiments on dense prediction tasks, we

use the DeepLabv3+ architecture [26] for each task. The MobileNetV2 [165] backbone is

used for experiments on PASCAL-Context [131], while the ResNet-34 [65] backbone is used

for experiments on NYU-v2 [173]. For CIFAR-100 [93] experiments we use the ResNet-9 1

architecture with linear task heads.

Hyperparameters. For experiments on CIFAR-100 we use λA = 0.2 and λI = 0.02. For

the rest, we use λA = 1 and λI = 0.1. The task scaling weights are given below:

1. NYU-v2:

• Semantic segmentation: 1

• Surface normals: 10

• Depth: 3

2. PASCAL-Context:

• Semantic segmentation: 1

• Human parts segmentation: 2

• Saliency: 5

• Surface normals: 10

• Edge: 50

For CIFAR-100, all tasks are equally weighted.

1https://github.com/davidcpage/cifar10-fast
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Table 5.1: Varying parameterization of Dirichlet distribution. Impact on hypervol-
ume on PASCAL-Context (3 tasks) as the parameterization of the Dirichlet distribution is
varied for preference sampling.

η 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0

c=0.0 4.20 4.26 4.26 4.26

c=1.0 4.18 4.25 4.25 4.21

The threshold τ is set to 0.02 for CIFAR-100, 0.2 for NYU-v2 and PASCAL-

Context (3 task), and 0.1 for PASCAL-Context (5 task).

Training. Hypernetworks are trained using Adam for 30K steps with a learning rate of

1e−3, reduced by a factor of 0.3 every 14K steps. Temperature ζ is initialized to 5 and is

decayed by 0.97 every 300 steps. Single-task networks for dense-prediction tasks are trained

in accordance to [19]. For CIFAR, we use Adam with a learning rate of 1e−3 and weight

decay of 1e−5 for 75 epochs.

Preference sampling. During training we sample preferences (r, c) from the distribution

P(r,c) = PrPc, where Pr is defined as a Dirichlet distribution of order N with parameter

η = [η1, η2, . . . , ηN ] (ηi > 0) and Pc is defined as a standard uniform distribution Unif(0, 1).

Following [135], we set η = (0.2, 0.2, . . . , 0.2) for all our experiments. As shown in Table 5.1,

varying this parameter on PASCAL-Context (3 tasks) does not have any significant impact

on the hypervolume.
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ConventionalOurs

Figure 5.6: Resource usage on NYU-v2. We visualize resource usage by plotting the
proportion of parameters active in the anchor net versus the task preference. The three ver-
tices represent the task preferences with non-zero importance to only one task, while areas
in the middle correspond to more dense preferences. As c increases, the predicted networks
grow progressively smaller in the dense regions. On the other hand, conventional dynamic
networks for MTL always have a constant resource usage (T1:semantic seg., T2:surface nor-
mal, T3:depth).

5.4.5 Comparison with Baselines

Controllable resource usage. We visualize the variation in computational cost with

respect to different task and resource usage preferences in Figure 5.6. We adopt the ratio

of the size of the predicted architecture to the size of the total anchor net as the criterion

for evaluating computational cost. Compared to conventional dynamic networks that only

adjust weights with a fixed computational cost (right), our framework (left) enables control

over the total cost via a cost preference c. Resource usage peaks at the center of the contour,

when more tasks are active, and falls down gradually as we move towards the corners, where

task preferences are heavily skewed. Furthermore, the average resource usage decreases as

c is increased, indicating the ability of the controller to incorporate resource constraints.
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Multi-task performance. We demonstrate the overall multi-task performance in Ta-

bles 5.2-5.5 on four different settings (PASCAL-Context 5-task, PASCAL-Context 3-task,

NYU-v2 3-task, CIFAR-100 20-task). In all cases, we report hypervolume (reference point

mentioned below heading) and uniformity averaged across 20 task preference vectors r,

sampled uniformly from SN . Inference network cost is calculated similarly over 1000 pref-

erence vectors. These are shown for two choices of c ∈ {0, 1} to highlight the two extreme

cases of resource usage.

Our framework achieves higher values in both hypervolume and uniformity com-

pared to the existing dynamic models (PHN and PHN-BN) in all four settings. While

the high hypervolume reinforces the efficacy of tree-structured models in solving multi-task

problems, the uniformity values consolidate architectural change as an effective approach

towards modeling task trade-offs. This is accompanied by increased average computational

cost, indicated by inference parameter count. As discussed above, this is due to the flexible

architecture over preferences, where actual cost will differ for each preference, e.g., reaching

the cost of PHN-BN for extremely skewed preferences (Figure 5.6). Compared to Single-

Task, the proposed controller is able to find effective architectures (as indicated by the

hypervolume) which perform nearly at par with a smaller memory footprint (as indicated

by the average inference network parameter count). Notably, in the NYU-v2 3-task and

CIFAR-100 settings, the ability to find effective architectures enables the model to out-

perform single-task networks, demonstrating the benefit of sharing features among related

tasks via architectural change. In addition, our framework enjoys flexibility between two

extreme cases, i.e., Single-Task (highest accuracy with lowest inference efficiency) and dy-
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Table 5.2: Evaluation on PASCAL-Context (5 tasks).

Method HV.↑ [3, 3, . . . , 3] Unif.↑
Inference

Params.↓
GFLOPs↓

Control

Params.

Single-Task 81.56 - 9.84M 16.17 -

PHN 42.61 0.72 2.15M 6.28 21.50M

PHN-BN 72.27 0.69 2.15M 6.28 3.63M

Ours w/o adaptation, c=0.0 47.73 0.84 3.34M 7.21 0.06M

Ours w/o adaptation, c=1.0 30.91 0.86 2.75M 6.81 0.06M

Ours, c=0.0 75.52 0.76 3.34M 7.21 15.32M

Ours, c=1.0 73.20 0.79 2.75M 6.81 15.32M

namic models with a shared backbone (lowest accuracy with highest inference efficiency),

spanning a range of trade-offs for different c values. The range of HV is larger when task-

specific features are useful, compared to when the compact architecture already achieves

higher HV than the Single-Task (Tables 5.4,5.5). “Control Params.” is the cost of the

hypernets. Note that this overhead will materialize only when the preference changes and

does not have any effect on the task inference time.

Effect of cross-task adaptation In Tables 5.2-5.5, “Ours w/o adaptation” denotes the

model without weight hypernet. As indicated by larger HVs, cross-task adaptation improves

the performance without affecting the inference time. A trend that persists across all the

settings is the slight drop in uniformity that accompanies the adapted models in comparison

to the unadapted ones. This is due to the propensity of the weight hypernet to improve

task performance as much as possible while keeping the preferences intact. This leads to

improved performance even in low-priority tasks at the expense of lower uniformity. Note
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Table 5.3: Evaluation on PASCAL-Context (3 tasks).

Method HV.↑ [3, 3, 3] Unif.↑
Inference

Params.↓
GFLOPs↓

Control

Params.

Single-Task 4.31 - 5.91M 9.75 -

PHN 1.97 0.74 2.06M 4.81 21.10M

PHN-BN 3.92 0.79 2.06M 4.81 3.32M

Ours w/o adaptation, c=0.0 3.56 0.92 3.15M 5.52 0.03M

Ours w/o adaptation, c=1.0 3.35 0.91 2.86M 5.07 0.03M

Ours, c=0.0 4.26 0.82 3.15M 5.52 9.25M

Ours, c=1.0 4.25 0.82 2.86M 5.07 9.25M

Table 5.4: Evaluation on NYU-v2.

Method HV.↑ [4, 4, 4] Unif.↑
Inference

Params.↓
GFLOPs↓

Control

Params.

Single-Task 12.83 - 64.47M 58.78 -

PHN 2.36 0.75 21.59M 21.02 21.04M

PHN-BN 11.72 0.73 21.59M 21.02 2.23M

Ours w/o adaptation, c=0.0 12.42 0.82 41.06M 29.04 0.03M

Ours w/o adaptation, c=1.0 9.53 0.84 34.68M 25.98 0.03M

Ours, c=0.0 13.43 0.76 41.06M 29.04 5.72M

Ours, c=1.0 13.08 0.78 34.68M 25.98 5.72M

that our primary factor of controllability is through architectural changes which remains

unaffected by the weight hypernet.

Training efficiency. In contrast to dynamic networks, static multi-task networks require

multiple models to be trained, corresponding to different task preferences, to approximate
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Table 5.5: Evaluation on CIFAR-100.

Method HV.↑ [1, 1, . . . , 1] Unif.↑
Inference

Params.↓
GFLOPs↓

Control

Params.

Single-Task 0.009 - 36.18M 348.79 -

PHN 0.002 0.54 16.35M 73.13 11.03M

PHN-BN 0.007 0.49 16.35M 73.13 0.31M

Ours w/o adaptation, c=0.0 0.003 0.58 31.86M 174.36 0.34M

Ours w/o adaptation, c=1.0 0.001 0.53 31.37M 129.23 0.34M

Ours, c=0.0 0.010 0.54 31.86M 174.36 3.10M

Ours, c=1.0 0.009 0.49 31.37M 129.23 3.10M

the trade-off curve. As a result, these methods have a clear trade-off between their perfor-

mance and their training time. To analyze this trade-off, we plot hypervolume vs. training

time for our framework when compared to training multiple static models in Figure 5.7. We

trained 20 multi-task models with different preferences sampled uniformly, and at the infer-

ence time, we selected subsets of various sizes and computed their hypervolume. The shaded

area in Figure 5.7 reflects the variance over different selections of task preference subsets.

This empirically shows that our approach requires a shorter training time to achieve similar

hypervolume compared to static multi-task networks.

5.4.6 Analysis

Architecture evaluation. We study the effectiveness of the architectures predicted by

the edge hypernet by comparing them with those predicted by LTB [57] and BMTAS [19].

We choose the architecture predicted for a uniform task preference and, similar to LTB,
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Figure 5.7: Comparison with preference-specific multi-task networks. For static
multi-task models, each value is computed by evaluating a subset of preferences, with the
shaded area marking the variance across selected subsets. Our framework achieves high
hypervolume significantly faster with a single model.

we retrain it for a fair comparison. We evaluate the performance in terms of the relative

drop in performance across tasks and the number of parameters with respect to the single-

task baseline. Despite not being directly trained for NAS, our framework is able to output

architectures that perform at par with LTB (Table 5.6).

Task controllability. In Figure 5.8 we visualize the task controllability for our frame-

work by plotting the test loss at different values of task preference for that specific task,

marginalized over preference values of the other tasks. As expected, increasing the prefer-

ence for a task gradually leads to a decrease in the loss value. Furthermore, increasing c

leads to higher loss values due to smaller predicted architectures. The effect of the weight

hypernet is also evident, as shown by the lower loss values obtained on using it on top of

the edge hypernet (w/o adaptation).
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Table 5.6: Architecture evaluation on PASCAL-Context (3 tasks). We report the
mean intersection over union for T1 : Semantic seg., T2 : Parts seg., and T3 : Saliency. The
presence of † indicates that we train the networks initialized from ImageNet weights, while
its absence indicates training from anchor net weights.

Method T1 ↑ T2 ↑ T3 ↑ Avg ∆T(%) ↑ # Params (%) ↓

Single-Task 64.11 58.41 65.17 - -

LTB 61.84 59.41 64.18 -1.12 -35.0

BMTAS 62.79 58.41 64.74 -0.93 -48.9

Ours, c=0.0 63.60 59.41 64.94 +0.18 -35.2

Ours†, c=0.0 62.34 58.60 65.17 -0.81 -35.2

Ours, c=1.0 63.12 58.93 64.93 -0.34 -40.8

Ours†, c=1.0 61.91 58.71 65.01 -1.05 -40.8

Architecture Evaluation Figure 5.9 illustrates the architectures predicted by the edge

hypernet for uniform task preference on the NYU-v2 3-task setting. As we increase c, the

model size decreases via increased sharing of the low-level features. We also visualize the

architectures for skewed preferences in Figure 5.10. This leads to architectures that are pre-

dominantly a single-stream network, with the selected stream corresponding to the primary

task. In all cases, Task 1 denotes semantic segmentation, Task 2 denotes surface normals

estimation, and Task 3 denotes depth estimation. We choose the architecture predicted for

a uniform task preference and, similar to LTB, we retrain it for a fair comparison.
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Figure 5.8: Marginal evaluation of tasks on NYU-v2

5.4.7 Ablation Study

Impact of inactive loss. Removing Linact leads to a loss of controllability with the edge

hypernet predominantly predicting the full original anchor net, with minimal branching,

leading to high resource usage and poor uniformity (Table 5.7).

Impact of weighting factors. Removing the two branching weights, L−l
L and A, in

the active loss, we make three key observations in Table 5.7: 1) average resource usage

increases, 2) uniformity drops due to poor alignment between architectures and preferences,

with larger architectures incorrectly predicted for skewed preferences, which ideally require

fewer resources, 3) hypervolume remains almost constant across different c indicating poor

cost control.
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Figure 5.9: Predicted architectures on NYU-v2 for uniform task preference.
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Figure 5.10: Predicted architectures on NYU-v2 for preferences focusing on a
single task.

Analysis of task threshold. We compare the effect of varying the threshold τ in Fig-

ure 5.11. Increasing the value beyond 1/N (∼ 0.3) leads to a loss of controllability as

indicated by the constant hypervolume across different values of c. This is due to the in-

ability to account for uniform preferences. On the other hand, choosing values below this

threshold leads to comparable performance.

Task classification. We analyze the importance of the induced task dichotomy by con-

sidering all tasks as active. This leads to: 1) high overall resource usage, and 2) poor

controllability, especially at low values of c, as shown in Table 5.7.
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Table 5.7: Ablation study on NYU-v2

Method
HV.↑ Unif.↑ #Inference Params↓

c = 0.0 c = 1.0 c = 0.0 c = 1.0 c = 0.0 c = 1.0

Ours 13.43 13.08 0.76 0.78 41.06M 34.68M

no Linactive 12.81 12.73 0.49 0.51 61.75M 54.78M

no layer weighting 12.69 12.21 0.51 0.53 46.21M 41.33M

no task affinity A 12.53 12.35 0.51 0.52 45.73M 42.55M

no task dichotomy 12.57 11.20 0.60 0.63 56.73M 45.17M
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Figure 5.11: Varying thresholds on NYU-v2

5.5 Conclusion

We present a new framework for dynamic resource allocation in multi-task net-

works. We design a controller using hypernets to dynamically predict both network ar-

chitecture and weights to match user-defined task trade-offs and resource constraints. In

contrast to current dynamic MTL methods which work with a fixed model, our formulation

allows flexibility in controlling the total compute cost and matches the task preference bet-
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ter. We show the effectiveness of our approach on four multi-task settings, attaining diverse

and efficient architectures across a wide range of preferences.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this dissertation, we introduce a series of methods that enable the adaptation

of deep learning models to diverse distributional shifts. These shifts encompass a range of

scenarios, including changes in camera viewpoints, variations in imaging conditions, mor-

phological changes of embodied agents, and dynamic computational resource variations.

Our methods aim to achieve this adaptation with minimal supervision, ensuring the models

can effectively generalize to new and challenging conditions quickly.

In Chapters 2 and 3, we delve into the challenge of data distribution shift in two

specific tasks: person re-identification and 2D pose estimation. To address this challenge,

we leverage the inherent structures present in these tasks, such as temporal continuity across

video clips and the anatomical plausibility of human poses. By utilizing these underlying

structures, we propose pseudo-labeling frameworks that effectively tackle the adaptation

problem when dealing with diverse cameras and varying imaging conditions.

In Chapter 4, we explore adaptation within the context of imitation learning.
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Specifically, we address the challenge of training an agent using expert demonstrations

from a domain that has a different state and action spaces compared to the learning agent.

To overcome this discrepancy, we propose a method that utilizes cyclic state transformation

consistency and value function consistency to learn a transformation function between the

domains. Using this function, we enable the agent to understand and effectively utilize the

demonstrations, despite the morphological differences.

Finally, in Chapter 5, we focus on the online adaptation of models to user pref-

erences. We introduce a method that enables the training of dynamic multi-task models,

empowering users to customize the compute budget and relative importance of task perfor-

mances post-deployment, without necessitating retraining. To achieve this, we propose a

tree-structured multi-task network with an additional hypernetwork controller. This con-

troller is trained using meta-learning, leveraging pairwise task relationships to generate

architectures that meet user constraints while ensuring high-quality performance.

While the methods presented in this thesis provide valuable insights into adapta-

tion techniques, they represent only a fraction of the potential problems in this field. It is

essential to acknowledge that there is still much to explore and discover. In conclusion, we

briefly outline several logical extensions of this work that can pave the way for future re-

search in adaptive learning models. These extensions hold promise for further advancements

in the field and offer potential directions for future investigations.

Vision-language Models for Domain Adaptation In-the-wild. In Chapter 3, we

present an approach for adapting a pose estimation model to previously unseen imaging

conditions. Our method is based on the assumption that the pseudo-labels generated by
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the pre-trained model, which are further refined using a human pose prior, are of reasonably

good quality. However, our experimental findings shed light on a crucial challenge — real-

world data often exhibits occlusions, which noticeably undermine the accuracy of these

pseudo-labels. To address this challenge, an exciting avenue for future research lies in

harnessing the zero-shot capabilities of vision-language models [148]. These models have

shown remarkable capabilities in understanding complex visual scenes. Using these models,

we can potentially refine and enhance the pseudo-labels, ultimately bolstering their efficacy

for adapting the pose estimation model. While our current discussion focuses on 2D pose

estimation, this line of investigation holds immense promise in improving the robustness and

accuracy of a wide range of tasks such as 3D body shape estimation, semantic segmentation,

and anomaly detection.

Imitation from Noisy Trajectories. We tackle the problem of cross-domain imitation

learning in Chapter 4. To do so, we require access to proxy tasks where both the expert and

the agent act optimally in their respective domains. Under some structural assumptions, the

learned map enables the transformation of a trajectory in the expert domain into the agent

domain while preserving optimality. Although this relaxes the typical setting of imitation

learning, requiring proxy tasks limits practical applicability. Thus, it would be interesting

to explore alternative ideas that can relax this assumption and accommodate sub-optimal

and noisy trajectories across both domains. This would broaden the scope of cross-domain

imitation learning and enable its practical use in more diverse and challenging environments.
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Private Domain Adaptation. In the domain adaptation landscape, a critical aspect

that often goes overlooked is the privacy of target domain data. Although source-free

methods like the one we introduce in Chapter 3 exist, they primarily concentrate on safe-

guarding the privacy of the source domain data. However, a key problem in a variety of

applications is that of domain adaptation from a public source domain to a target domain

containing unlabeled data subject to privacy constraints. To tackle this challenge, it is an

interesting direction to harness the recent advancements in differentially private machine

learning [2]. Differential privacy [41] has become the gold standard for privacy-preserving

data analysis, providing formal privacy guarantees and demonstrating desirable algorithmic

properties. Despite the remarkable progress made in the field of differentially private ma-

chine learning, the problem of differentially private domain adaptation remains relatively

unexplored.
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